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Henri
Guilbeaux,
writing in "Moscow,"
states " H istory has
known political geniuses, great reformists, audacious and
glorious conquerors,
but L enin alone, up to
this day, has subordinated his personality,
his power, to a do ctrine which he professe d at a period
when he, humble, disdained and calumniated had propagated
- Marxism ,
L enin is the very
personification of the
theory and practice of
M arxism _"
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"Marx's wonderful criticoanalytical mind. "---Lenin.
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Win'i er is Coming;On
Our "Study Course In Applied Marxian Economics" teaches you _more scientific truth
in ONE HOUR t han the universities teach
in four years: ' The Course, of 17 lessoils, is
personally conducted by Mary E. Marcy, one
.~ . of the foremost Marxian economists in
America.

'

Study _Marxism at Home
To encourage building up a scientific Marxian library we will allow every student,
while taking the Course, a DISCOUNT of ' "
30 per cent. on all uooks published by us~ \
Price for Course, $5.00. Text booklets ,fiu'; ,
nished free. Special terms to Clubs ~~., five
or. more.
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a.nd have a wild time

FRII>AY
JAW· Ic.)'l.-a.·
At The

Liberator Costume Ball

(

YORKVILLE CASINO, EAST 86th STREET
Between Lexington and Third Avenues

All the famous and notorious guys will be there - Artists, Writers,
Artists' Models, Writers' Models, Orators, Actors, Moon-Calves, Star-cubs,
and Kittens-of Venus-all the Liberators and Liberatees. Also the Libators.
And they will give you a surprise!
Something will happen that never happened before.
Do not miss the Dance of Liberation.
Come and Be Free!
You have nothing to lose but your gains!
TICKETS, $1.00 IN ADVANCE
$1.50 AT THE DOOR.
BOX SEATS, $1.00 EXTRA

Two Prizes-One for the best and one for the most original costume
Tickets Are For Sale In
MANHATTAN
Rand School,
7 East 15th Street
Maisel's Book Store,
422 Grand Street
Tyson's,
Longacre Building

HARLEM
Epstein's Drug Store,
Madison A venue near H1th Street

BROOKLYN
Brownsville Labor Lyceum,
219 Sackman Street
Paradise Vegetarian Restaurant
1627 Pitkin Avenue
Ideal Vegetarian Restaurant,
1805 Pitkin A venue

Almost anywhere in Greenwich Village
And at the office of the Liberator, 138 West 13th Street.
At the desk or by mail
THE LIBERATOR, a monthly magazine, Jan_, 1922. Twenty cents a copy, $2.00 a year, Vol. 5, No. I, Serial
No. 46. Published by The Liberator Publishing Co., 138 West 13th Street, New York, N. Y. Entered as second-class
matter May 25, 1921, at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright, 1922.
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COMMENT
The Face of Gompers
face of Gompers is the face of reality. We give you
T HE
Boardman Robinson's portrait of it for the New Year,
fellow-humanitarians, and bid you paste it on the wall paper
of yo¥r furnished room, to be stared at every morning before
break~~st. It will do you good. Absorbing the iron facts
written"on that face will make you hard and strong. It will
teach you that you are living in America, in the year 1922,
and that national progress is impossible until we have solved
the problems symbolized by that strange, hard-bitten, practical, sardonic fiery countenance.
The hope (>f America is in the labor movement, and the
main part of ~he labor movement of America is in the A. F.
of L. It is h~teful to admit this fact, as hateful as it was
to the Victoria,n divines to admit that an Asiatic monkey
was the father of th~ human race and not Adam. But it
is so. Admit it and gird your loins and become stronger
for the fray.
Until the A. F. of L. is lifted out of its rut nothing great
can happen here. There will be strike after strike, wagecuts and wage-gains, open shop versus closed shop, the endless struggle on the part of labor to make wage-slavery
hearable, "a fair day's work ~or a fair day's pay." j Gompers
is not an individual despot ruling by whim; he and llis corrupt machine hold power because they express the puzzled,
halting mind of the American worker. The everyday struggle, bloody and endless, to maintain merely the unions, collective bargaining and a living wage, has absorbed all of the
vitality of the American working-class. The administration of this great corporation in its ordinary business has
swamped the leadership, and made it a bureaucracy of tired
and disillusioned job-holders and wretched, disillusioned
grafters. Strong and revolutionary-minded men get jobs in
the A. F. of L. and in three. or four years are as "practical"
as Brindell and Gompers and James Duncan. The nose of
the A. F. of L. has been held too close to the grindstone, and
its leaders have become as incapable of thinking new thoughts
as the average business man is incapable of thinking them.
That is their real crime. And it is our task, it seems to me,
to remain a part of the A. F. of L. (where it is possible)
and to propagate the new thoughts and the new tactics of
labor-industrial unionism, labor solidarity and unity, strikes
for increasing control of the industry by the workers, not
strikes for mere wages.'
We must prove to the workers that these are n~t mere
modes of idealism, but are the scientific tools that supersede
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the old labor tactics as the harvesting machine has superseded the sickle of the peasant. We must put our brains
into the technique of labor organization and tactics; we
must solve specific problems and situations.
The left wing must stop dreaming of what is happening
in Russia and Italy and Germany; we are living in America.
Paste the face of Gompers on your wall, fellow-citizens of
the world, and remember every morning that our brains
must match the brains of this ruthless old lion, and that
workers are realists and follow Gompers only because they
think he guarantees them a job and a living wage. We must
prove to them that he is inefficient and old-fashioned, and
that despite all his militancy and vigor, he is fighting for
them with weapons of bronze when there are weapons of fine
steel at hand.
The face of Gompers is the face of reality in America, as
the face of the Czar was the face of reality in Russia.
America, although the richest, is the most socially backward
nation in the world because the labor movement is back-"
ward. In America it is Gompers that must first be met and
overthrown-as in Russia it was the Czar-before the great
change can begin.
So look at the Great Stone Face every morning, dear
fellow-worker, and remember how long the Czar and his
forefathers reigned, and how their jobs seemed cinched for
eternity, and what finally happened to the regal line.
Happy New Year!
MICHAEL GoLD.

As to Discrimination
last month I accused the yellow socialists of
I Na anlackeditorial
of intellectual discrimination. I said that they
never could distinguish the principles upon which we split
from them and therefore we ought not to be influenced by
their comments, either for or against our policies. In reply
an editorial writer in the New York Call advises the Communists not to take me very seriously. "Within a few years,"
he says, "the incomparable Max has successively championed,
with about equal fervor and lack of saving qualification,
Woodrow Wilson, the Soviet methods in Russia, and the
American Communist movement. In turn Max has duly
repudia ted all these."
In that brief remark are contained three examples of the
incapacity for intellectual discrimination of which I accused
the yellow socialists:
(1) I never championed Woodrow Wilson.
(2) I never repudiated the Soviet methods in Russia.
(3) I never repudiated the American Communist movement.
I mistook Wils~>n for a strong and extraordinaril7 able
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politician of progressive capitalism - capable of leading it . Wh;1t
Social Equality
in the establishment of an international federation to preo speech .uttered in the past decade ()n the Negro quesvent war. I conceived of war - as practically all of us
tion in America has created such nation-wide comment
did at the break-up of the second international - as wholly
detrimental to the Socialist movement. And I believed, as as that of President Harding recently at Birmingham in
I believe now, that progressive capitalism may take this which he declared that there must be complete economic,
political step to abolish war or reduce its frequency. On political, educational and industrial equality between white,
the basis of those opinions I said in 1916 that it would be and colored people in the United States, but there must and
a good thing for the working-class if Wilson were elected. can never be any "social equality." "Men of ,both races
And in 1918, when Wilson had explicitly advocated a League may well stand uncompromisingly," he said, "against every
of Nations, and had moreover welcomed the -Bolshevik gov- suggestion of social equality."
There can be no objection raised to many of the utterernment and prevented Japan from invading its territorythat is, at the height of his popularity with socialists the ances of Mr. Harding on that occasion. Much credit is due
world over, the most extreme thing I said of his political im- him for daring to say them in the South. The one point on
portance was that he had "ventured into a position of almost which intelligent Americans will question his wisdom is the
militant leadership" of the labor panies of the world "for dragging in of that Southern shibboleth which has ,been used
for a half-century to cover countless lynchings, the robbery
the purposes of war and peace."
I underline the qualification because I repeated it twice and exploitation of nine million Negroes through the peonin the same article. That is what the Call describes as cham- age !ystem, the nullification to all practical intents and purposes of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments
pioning Woodrow Wilson without saving qualification.
to the Constitution, and the denial of common justice to
It was an error both in judgment of Wilson's ability, and Negroes in the South. That weapon which the South has
in understanding the relation between the revolutionary used so effectively, especially in hoodwinking and gulling
movement and the movement for a capitalist international. the North, is the charge that any Negro who attempts to
But it was not an abandonment of the revolutionary move- better his own condition or that of his race is seeking to
ment. It was not an abatement of !l1y loyalty to the principle place himself as a social equal with the white people of that
of the class-struggle. Indeed as I look back I would rather community.
have my record in that campaign of 1916 than the record of
But what is this thing called social equality? Herbert J.
the majority of American Socialists, who endorsed, without a Seligmann, in his able analysis of the race question, "The
protest, Allan L. Benson as a leader of the American work- Negro Faces America," says:
ing class-not for the purposes of war and peace-but for
"What does the white American mean by social equality?
the purposes of Social Revolution.
To take the words at their face value, one would suppose he
As to the statement that I "repudiated the Sovi'!t Methods meant association of colored and white persons in the home,
in Russia," it is simply a false statement. I pointeu personal intercourse without regard to race. In practice the
out the fact that an underground party has a different denial of social equality is not confined to personal relations,
status in a bourgeois democracy from what it had under but includes civil procedure. The socially inferior Negro
the Czar. An underground party is not the essence of is exploited on the farm because white lawyers will not
"Soviet methods in. Russia," nor even a part of the essence of take his case against white planters. As soon as the bar of
them. It would not take much intellectual discrimination social inferiority is 'broken down the Negro threatens the
white man with competition. . • • Every demand for
to see that.
And the statement that I "repudiated the American Com- common justice for the Negro, that he be treated as a human
'munist Movement," is also a false statement. I took my being, if not as a United Stat~s citizen, can be and is met
stand against an "Infantile Left" movement or group within with the retort that the demand is for social equality. Instantly every chord of jealousy and hatred vibrates among
the American movement, which I believed was wrecking it.
I signified in advance my adherence to the call for a con- certain classes of whites-and in the resulting atmosphere
vention to organize "The Workers' Party of America," a of unreasoning fury even the most moderate proposals for
call that is signed by the American Labor Alliance, and its' the betterment of race relations takes on the aspect of imaffiliated organizations-The Finnish Socialist Federation, possibilism. By the almost universal admission of white
the Hungarian Workers' Federation, the Italian Workers' men and white newspapers, denial of social equality does not
Federation, the Jewish Workers' Federation-and also by mean what the words imply. It means that Negroes cannot
the Workers' Council of the United States, The Jewish So- obtain justice in many Southern courts; it means that they
cialist Federation, and the Workers' Educational Associa- cannot obtain decent education, 'accommodation in public
places and on public carriers; it means that every means is
tion.
used to force home their helplessness by insult, which, if
The convention is to be held in N ew York December 23-26, it is resisted, will be followed by the administration of the
and it SeimS to me to offer hope of the' forma.tion of a
torch or the hempen rope or the bullet."
revolutionary party adapted to American conditions, and
And that is just what is done. They would have you becapable of taking root in the American working class.
lieve that if there was not this tiresome repetition of talk
If the New York Call's editorial writer has not enough about social equality, the very foundation stones of
brains to disc:riminate between an adherence to this plan and white civilization in the South would crumble. The question
a repudiation of the American Communist MovQment, 1 can reduced to its simplest terms is somewhat as follows. No
only say again that the communists ought not to be influ- law ('·an ever be enforced to keep two persons from mutual
enced by his comments one way or the other.
association, if they find in each other qualities, whether
MAX EASTMAN.
mental or physical, which attract each other. No law can
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be enforced which will compel two persons to ~ssociate together, if such association is distasteful to either or both
of them. If John Jones does not want Henry Smith to enter
his home, there is· no way for Smith to enter except as a
burglar, ana then Jones has the right to use physical means
to. protect his home. Again, if Mary Robinson does not wish
,to marry James Brown, there is no way for Brown to force
his attentions on her, unless he takes her by violence.
In another portion of his speech Mr. Harding quoted Mr.
F. D. Lugard and endorsed Mr. Lugard's recommendation
that "each race must preserve its own race purity and race
pride." One wonders how Messrs. Lugard and Harding
propose for colored men to "preserve race purity" in many
small towns and rural communities of the South where any
Negro is subject to lynching who attempts to interfere with
a white man of the community seeking to satisfy his carnal
instincts on a colored woman. Such a town, for example, as
Milan, Telfair County, Georgia, where on May 24, 1919,
Berry Washington, a colored man of seventy-two years, was
brutally lynched because he shot two intoxicated white men
who were attempting to batter down the door of the home
of a colored widow and criminally assault her two comely
daughters. If any person doubtS" this story, I refer him to
Case Number One of Governor Hugh M. Dorsey's recent
pamphlet, "The Negro In Georgia," which can be obtained
from the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
Or, to quote again from Governor Dorsey's pamphlet (Case
Number 126):
"Two Negro women and a man, the nephew of one of the
women, lived together. Whites drove the man away and
debauched the women. The men were prosecuted and made
'to pay a 8,mall fine."
The words are Governor Dorsey's. The italics are mine.
Need I say what would have been the results had the races
of the parties involved been reversed. Yet these things
happened in the South, the habitat of champions of race
purity, of white supremacy and of opposition to social equality. Perhaps these doughty Sir Galahads will explain how
they furiously repUdiate any thought of racial intermingling, and at the same t;me the presence of four million
mulattoes among the eleven million Negroes of America.·
What, after all, does social equality mean? Is it social
equality if a colored woman bears a white man's child? Or
is it social equality if that mother wants to ride in the same
railroad coach with the father of her child?
There are certain inescapable facts that President Harding, the South, and all of America must face, sooner or later.
First, the Negro is in America to stay. Second, there will
never be peace nor even the betterment of race relations
until there is complete economic, political, educational, and
industrial equality between the races, as far as is humanly
possible. Third, there can never be economic, political, educational and industrial equality without potential social
equality.
Does this mean that any colored man can force his way
into any white man's home and demand of the latter that
he allow the colored man to marry his daughter? Not by
any means, nor does the converse follow. The right of any
given individual to choose his social intimates must and
always will remain a matter of individual choice. It does
mean'definitely, however, that bars to the progress of colored
men and women towards the highest development must be
removed.
WALTER F. WIllTE.
I

The Seattle Insurgents

I N Seattle we had become the envy of the country.

Visitors who came to us opened their speeches with sincere
congra tula tions. Our craft divisions were being overcome.'
We were the fear of the Gompersian hierarchy. We had
maintained for four days a general strike which left little
to be desired in the way of solidarity. We had a successful
daily newspaper. We attained a great height. But we have
sustained a great fall.
All our blood poisons came to a head in the management
of the labor daily, The Seattle Union Record. Let other labor communities mark well our troubles and the ways we
are taking to do something about it.
We were paying Editor Ault three thousand dollars a ,..ear,
an almost unlimited expense account, and allowing him a
free hand in the employment of assistants, and we simply
supposed that he was putting in the time on the paper for
which he was paid. He never asked us for more, and all
went merrily enough until the summer of 1920, when
we were suddenly aroused to find that Mr. Ault was not
editing the paper at all but was up to his eyebrows in financial and exploitation schemes and sinking deeper. And involved with him we found practically every other leader in
control of the paper and of the Seattle labor movement.
Mr. Ault's business on the paper seemed to be merely to see
to it that his schemes and his financial associates received
regular and favorable publicity by way of aiding and encouraging Labor's enterprises! All were interlocked with
each other and with outside operators, as officers and directors of capitalist corporations, including banks, finance,
stock brokerage, automobiles, theaters and land speculations.
The demoralization is complete. Faith is destroyed. What
was the splendid Seattle labor movement is gone. The capitalists, employers retaining union memberships, and the reactionary job-control organizations are in the saddle. They
have answered us in true capitalist form. They announced
that the time had come to clean out the "reds," and the outside capitalist and employers joined them. The .paper is
now almost frankly a business man's daily.
What are we doing about it? The delegates in the Central Labor Council, at first a bare majority who supported
the investigating committee's report, formed a caucus which
at once became known as the "Committee of One Hundred."
These were' marked for such vengeance as the labor-capitalists could wreak upon them. But we have held on and
for a time groped about in the dark for a way to get at our
problems. We have formed a permanent organization, adopted a preamble of principles and enlarged our membership to
include all members of organized labor willing to subscribe
to it. We are searching out the progressive and radical elements in all local unions and appointing caucus leaders whom
we call "captains." These are charged with the duty of
propagating the radical sentiment in their separate locals,
reporting to and taking instructions from the central caucus
or Committee of One Hundred.
Through this committee, which in reality is an expression of rank and file insurgency, we have set our faces
hard against secessionist activities, urging radicals to
stand their ground and do battle, and that local unions retain their affiliations unless a mass movement should develop when all should go out together.
BRUCE ROGERS.·

a

The \Vheels of Injustice

,/ DURING the war the eamouna~. corps in Con~re!ll! pasM<!
what was known as the Lever act, a law designed to stop
profiteering. The masses were beginning to fret against the
pot-bellied patriots who were coining the blood of sacrifice
into Rolls-Royce cars, and so the Congress passed this law.
They had to. The law was never enforced, except against a
few insignificant speculators who could not pay big legal fees.
About two months ago it was repealed, all but a little amendment that had been tacked on it at the last moment. This
amendment was aimed at union labor, and provided severe
penalties for anyone conspiring to stop the pr'Oduction of war
materials. It is under this amendment that James P. Cannon
and Charles Baker, two members of the Communist Labor
Party, are to be tried next month in Kansas City, Mo. Their
offence was that they made speeches and distributed literature to the Kansas miners during the general strike of 1919.
It was the first case in which Communists had been arrested
for going into a strike area and performing definitely industrial propaganda. That is why it is important, besides the
fact that this trial is a savage bit of irony on the part of
those impartial statesmen who administer the State for the
common good. Capitalist offences are quickly forgotten, but
the working-class protest is never forgiven by the lawmakers.
Cannon is one of the best men in the American revoluti'Onary movement, a clear-headed, shrewd, brave, practical
man, who must be kept out of prison for the large and necessary work he has been doing outside. The enemy must not
be allowed to capture him. We must do what we can to keep
him where he is. Watch this case in Kansas City next
month; it is important; do all you can to block the wheels of
MICHAEL GOLD.
injustice.

lokn Jlur.t,r.

The American Type
best critical reviews and comment!! on John DOl
T HE
Passos' "Three Soldiers"* insisted that the book was
intrinsically, the protest of youth against war. And it is
a fine tribute to the author's achievement that AmericaI).sj
of all sorts of opinions who cherish some hate of war, should
join the large chorus of praise for his work. One passes
from reviews and conversations to the book itself with the
expectation of finding a convincing and artistic ar~ment
against war's ugliness, a story possessing the force, passion
and sharp vividness of Siegfried Sassoon's war poetry,
and one is not disappointed. But the book is very much
more than that. For many years American literary voices
have been crying out for real, virile American' types in
American ficti'On. And now a young author who feels life to
the very marrow comes along and paints the genuine types
with universal truth, and the notices tell us it is a great
book of protest and that these types are "products 'Of the
war."
Essentially, however, these types are not "products of the
war," although the three soldiers are sharply silhouetted
against its gray background. Dos Passos might have created them whether American Business had been forced to
fi~ht or not.
He could have made his three men loom out
of other backgrounds more characteristically American, such
as an Electoral Campaign, a Lynching League, a Steel Strike
or an American Legion convention. All that the a.uthor
needed to let himself go and create, was-the most striking ~)
thing lacking in the vast rich desert 'Of American' life-a;
large and intimate contact. The war and conscription gav9
him his opportunity and he gave us "Three Soldiers."
As this post-war period is naturally an era of excessive
sentimentalism and hy.P'Ocrisy it
is easy to understand our literary ,
intellectuals getting soft-headed
over Fuselli's and Chrisfield's
smash under the machinery 'Of war.
The author has etched them in
truth and with sympathy, but
these two would not be very different against any other machinery of a state whose energy
is organized to fuake money 'On a
vast scale to the exclusion of every
individual and social ideal of man.
Whoever has been up against the
granite of our industrial life knows
Fuselli, the foreigner, who apparently d'Oes not want to do his fellow workers dirty, but connives at
every point and every chance to
gain something for himself only at
their expense. The wobblies call
his sort the pace-maker. And
everybody between Key West and
Puget Sound should recognize
Chrisfield from Indiana, who
stands out clear as the highest,
composite type of the United States:'

... Three> Soldiers, by John Dos
Pa,ssos-Doran.
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civilization. A strong, sentimental ape-man who refu... to
use his intellect under any circumstances and touches everything that is fine in civilized life, friendship, sex, duty, with
the hand of' the brute. In him is embodied the new warstrengthened America that meang to trample on all the cultural values of life, in the West Indies, the Philippine~
Europe and the East, armed with Yankee bluff and moneypower. He is the terrible vital soul of lynching, mob chivalry, the posse, rough-house movies, Billy Sundayism, strikebreaking firms, state constabularies, election-campaign thugs,
the American Legion, pUlpit pimps, the Hearst headlines,
the Trusts and Wall Street. Of such is Chrisfield, a man
who carries a little hate about with him like a pocketknife,
and never takes an analyzing look at the thing, but is led on
by it to murder a comrade-in-arms, one of his wretched kind,
who was helpless, wounded from the enemy's action.
But in contrast to him and of the real aristocracy of life
is Andrews, the private and musician, who deeply hates the
military machine that destroys manhood. He loathes the
cringing and all the low things that a man must do to get
something material.
He hates, for himself and all the
world of unfortunates. And he pities, too, the Fusellis and
the Chrisfields. He also nurses original social ideas, but
they are as yet, like the struggles of classes in this rapidly
fermenting country, not clearly defined.
Andrews is also an American type-a little ripple on the
triumphant waves of Chrisfields. The. author pursues him
relentlessly but lovingly to his harsh end in the army. But
we breathe no final and fatal sigh over him as we do over
Fuselli and Chrisfield. He is not broken and dead to the finer
gestures of life as they. He is the American type that inspires us to a note of hope.
CLAUDE McKAy.

Lament
AM a Negro Woman.
Through my veins runs the rebellious blood of a mother
who once beat her singing drums under the hot skie. of
Africa.
My body is toil-scarred, and my hands are gnarled and
swollen from the never-ending drudgery of the wash tub.
My mate is as strong as the oxen in the fields and as
tender.
I have known the SOlTOWS of Mary, Mother of Christ. One
bitter, black night my son, my first born, was tom from my
arms by a band of ghostly, hooded riders and burned alive at
the stake.
The soft summer air is sweet with pink honeysuckle, but
its fresh perfume brings no joy to me. My nostrils are filled
with the unforgettable stench of burning human flesh.
I look up from my wash tub and watch the cloud-curdled
sky. But I see no beauty there, for I have also watched the
blue spirals of smoke curling upward from the charred body
of my son.
My daughter is' coarse and ignorant because of lack of
school advantages. But she is a comely Negro girl, therefore
the lawful prey of all men. And I grow cold with dread when
I look into her eyes, for their deep prisoned secrets.
It is because of these things that my heart has become a;
sorrow-blasted wound, with stumps of raw, bleeding nenes.
Ok God I If death indeed. bring. puce and forgetfuJ.nu.,
then I long for death!
Day tie Randle.
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Announcement

T HEto thefriends
of the Liberator have responded
appeal of the Editors printed in last month's issue.

~nerou!l~

We have been enabled to bring out the present issue and with
the proceeds of the ball we hope to bring out another issue.
Our main problem remains unsolved. We must find a waf'
for guaranteeing the life of the Liberator, year in and year
out, through sun and storm. Our estimated deficit is $6,000
a year. One way of meeting this would be to have our
friends organize sustaining groups who would pledge enough
every year to carry us through.
What do you think, readers and friends? Can you do
this? Let us hear from you.
Six hundred loyal readers who give us each $10 a year
out of their earnings would mean a Liberator forever.
We are working on this scheme and other schemes of
which we will tell you next month. Of one thing be certain:
the Liberator will not go under. It means too much to its
readers. The letters we have received in great quantities,
touching and humble and beautiful, inspire us to the highest
faith that this magazine will not stop in its fight for the
better world we all want.
Here are a few of the letters:
"I am a poor man-have :five dear children just coming up, but
I must certainly help you all I can-it is people like you who make
my life worth living. Hope you understand my circumstances, and
why I can't give more."
Baltimore, Md.
I. G.
"Although I am a confirmed and irreconcilable Tory, Saleonist.
Low-brow, Wrong-thinker and Backward-looker, I, none the less.
hope that your 'organ of the deepest social hope' wiII see its way
to accepting the enclosed Ten Dollars from me. I earn my living
by dpnouncing radicals and 'saving' America from them. If the
radicals now go out of existence I'll be out of a job, and, as you
know, these are bad times to have to seek new employment.':
ANONYMOUS.
"I am sending what I can. Editors, don't be discouraged, the
comrades are back of you one and all. Stick to the wheel-a favorable wind will yet save the day."
Schenectady, N. Y.
~. P. S.
"I am sending a dollar-which il!! the best I cau do being myself
unemployed auout six monthR during the pa!'lt year. i would deeply
regret to see such a magazine of enlightenment and progress al!! the
Liberator die.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
;T. L.
"Here is a hundred dollars-I '1m a bourgE'ois. and can spare It. I
will give more when necessary-my conscience hurts and I want to
remove some of the taint off my unearned increment. I hate to
think people are starving in America, and I know no better way of
helping them now and for the future than by helping the radical
propaganda. You are such a young and brilliant and sincere crowd
on the Liberator-your work counts."
Chicago, Ill.
S. M.
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Sacco and Vanzetti
GARDE republicaine in helmet and cuirass. Cavalry, infantry-soldiers, soldiers. The streets that turn about
the Arch are thick with them. They stretch away to the
East and South; regiments stock arms in the square of the
Trocadero and the Place Vendome. N ever since the days of
the 1920 railroad strike has there been such a display of
horizon blue.
Waves of police on the Avenue de la Grande Armee. A
creeping barrage of gendarmes carry forward the crowd as
fast as it comes out from the subway stations, pushing it
away from the Etoile, where the demonstration was to have.
rallied, and down the broad avenue to the fortifications.
"Circulez, circulez!" shout the policemen. Swept along with
the throng we are caught in the eddy that swirls about th~
Porte Maillot. Three times we turn about the gates before
we succeed in forcing our way back into the Avenue Malakoff. There we find ourselves face to face with a formidable
barrier of troops.
They look dangerous enough, drawn up in battle line
across the asphalt, but the under-officer in command lets us
pass after a glance at our press-cards. Farther down the
street my companion stops to light a cigarette and exchange
a word with an affable gendarme. "Got a few lemons (hand
grenades) in there?" he inquires, tapping the policeman's
knapsack with an inquisitive forefinger. The gendarme
nods. "Yes~and we'll use them, too, if there is any trouble," he explains. We would like to ask him about machineguns, for rumor has it that several hundred have been stationed in the vicinity, but just then our policeman c3Jtches
sight of a man wearing a cap who is following in our footsteps, and he dashes off shouting the French equivalent of
"Get-the-hell-out-of-here!" The man, very evidently a workman, is hustled away towards the avenue we have just
left. "If there were not so many Sunday promenaders,"
muttered a gendarme beside us, "we'd give those fellows a
lesson they'd not forget!"
In the meantime ten thousand manifestants have gathered in the square beyond the Porte Maillot. There is a
hurried consultation on the part of the leaders. A demonstration before the American embassy is not to be thought
of. Thousands of armed guards bar the way. "Ours is a
peaceful gathering," says Marcel Cachin. "This is no time
for violence." It is decided to hold the meeting in the socialist suburb of Levallois. The crowd moves off in orderly
fashion, a long procession, and ten thousand throats send up
a shout that can be heard blocks away . . . in the rue Tilsit and the Avenue Kleber.
"Justice et liberte! Vive Sacco et Vanzetti!"
The campaign for the liberation of Sacco and Vanzetti
was launched last Septem~r in Paris. L'Humanite, with an
editorial on the Sacco-Vanzetti trial gave the rallying cry.
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Paris

Immediately all the radical organizations responded-the
communist party, the trade-unions, veterans of the great
war. A committee composed .of. representatives from the
various associations drew up a plan of action. Five Paris
newspapers published series of articles dealing with the
affair. Meetings were organized throughout France. Orators toured the country explaining to large audiences everywhere the methods of American justice. lJrest, Lyons, St.
Etienne, Marseilles, scores of French towns echoed to the
slogan: "Justice and liberty!"
Hundreds of letters came to the American ambassador and
to the consul: protests, entreaties, resolutions, no threats,
however, according to the statement made by the secretary
of the embassy on the day following the incident. In so
far as the bombs are concerned-one was thrown at the
Salle Wagram, another found under a park bench; and their
somewhat panadoxical appearance at demonstrations otherwise peaceful gave rise to various conjectures. . . . Certain
Frenchmen maintain that their origin was similar to that of
the Palmer bombs. In all events they furnished a plausible
excuse for ,mobilizing thousands of police and soldiers for
the two most important demonstrations in Paris.
In the past three weeks nearly every ward in the capital
has had its Sacco-Vanzetti meeting. The meeting in the
Salle Wagram which preceded the demonstration that was to
have taken place before the American embassy brought out
eight thousand Parisians.
The hall was crowded to the doors. An overflow meeting
was held in the basement of' the building, from which hundreds were turned away. The bomb was thrown as the first
group of manifestants came out from the hall. In the confusion that followed only the presence of mind of the crowd
itself averted a panic. Noone left the hall until nearly half
an hour later. The meeting broke up in orderly fashion and
without further incident.
The Sacco-Vanzetti trial has given liberal France an entirely new insight into conditions in America. "That never
could happen here," I heard a. metal-worker say the other
day. "We may have lost much of our personal Uberty, but
the tradition remains. We even had to acquit the men accused in last spring's conspiracy case."
"America, your democracy is a lie!" were the words of
the principal speaker at the Wagram meetiI).g. Not only
the "Red" Left but the liberal center has taken up the cry.
The "Ligue des droits de l'homme" has issued a statement
protesting against so "gross a violation of individual liberty." The Progres Civiques would like to know whether in
the republic of today men must die for their ideas. An appeal for pardon sent to President Harding is signed by Romain Rolland, Henri Barbusse and Anatole France. Anatole
France himself is sending through the Nation an appeal to
the American people.
Today many thousands of the workers and thinkers of \
France are shouting across the Atlantic the words of a car- •
toon that appeared in yesterday's Humanite.
"Hey you, Liberty over there-free Sacco and Vanzetti
or come down off your pedestal!"
What will be America's answer?

j
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French Civilization in Berlin

T

HERE is perhaps not another street in the world so
crowded with prostitues, female and male, as the
F;iederichstrasse, in Berlin, A.D. 1921.
But yesterday something exceptional in the Friederichsirasse display hit my eye. In one of the cafe doorways
stood two young women-soliciting. One of them was quite
the regular thing; the other was pregnant, looked as if her
time was very nearly come. She seemed in fairly good
health; her face had that full ruddy look of health, of ripeness, that so many women get 'at this period of their lives.
This young woman swung a handb3;g in the regular manner. She wore a short skirt, that had once hung down
evenly about her knees, but was now pulled up in front by
the distended stomach.
I stopped and stared at her with amazement scribbled all
over my face.
"~u, lieber willst du mit gehen--?"
I fled.
About an hour later when I passed
this point again, the young women engaged in conversation with a
man.
He was about forty-five, had his hair
shaved off the back and top of his heod
in the regular German style, lea.ving a
crest of bristly hair in front and revealing the full ugliness of a 'bull neck and
three rolls of fat bulging just above the
collar.
It seemed evident that a bargain
was being made. I caught "Nu wenigstens ein Hunderter," and his protest.
But finally they went off arm in
arm.
I thought of rather austere Moscow,
where, at any rate, in theory, motherhood had become the sacred care of the
state, and where this dirty, bag-swinging street prostitution had been pretty
well wiped out.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Joseph Plunkett
May 4th, 1916.

a dream.er, that I know,
H EHiswaseyes
were filOOd on dist~nt stars,
He had no ta1ient with the s,word,
He was no worshipper of Mars,
He was a scholar, loving books,
Of gentle and of humble mien,
And yet the crimson of his blood
Was shed to nourish Erin's gt1een;
He was eo young and yet so brave,
So eaJrer in the fearful strife,
So poor in poor things, rich in great,
The gift he gave was Love and Life!
JaIt1!eS Waldo Fawcett.

*

The above was written in Berlin some
months ago. I sent a copy at the time
to a hundred per cent American friend
of mine with the idea of making him
realize what he and the rest of his .gang
had done to Europe by putting it under
French bourgeois rule.
But the only effect of my efforts was
a horrified letter which I received some
weeks later saying that he had carefully
burnt up the Friederichstrasse sketch
because it certainly was not worthy of
my better self and that I would regret
it later on!
My friend was not worried by the fact
that here was a terrible truth; he wanted merely to have it hushed up as inartistic.
HENRY G. ALSBERG.

Balfour: "We grieve for the (British) dead but we don't forget."
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Balfour: "We grieve for the (British) dead but we don't forget."
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Sing~

At the Gates of T omhs
CIVILIZATIONS are set up and knocked. down
the same as pins in a bowling alley.
Civilizations get into the garbage wagons
and are hauled away the same as potato
p~lings or any pot scrapings.
Civilizations, all the work of the artists,
inventors, dreamers of work and genius,
go to the dumps one by one.
Be silent about it; since at the gates of tombs
silence is a gift, be silent; since at the epitaphs
written in the air, since at the swan songs hung in
the air, silence is a gift, be silent; forget it.
If any fool, babbler, gabby mouth, stand up and say:
Let us make a civilization where the sacred and
beautiful things of toil and genius shall lastIf any such noisy gazook stands up and makes himself
heard-put him out-tie a can on him-lock him up
in -Leavenworth-shackle him in the Atlanta hoosegow
-let him eat from the tin dishes at Sing Singslew him "in as a lifer at San Quentin.

It is the law; as a civilization dies and goes down
to eat ashes along with all other dead civilizations
it is the law all dirty wild dreamers die firstgag 'em, lock 'em up, get 'em bumped off.
And since at the gates of tombs silence is a gift,
be silent about it, yes, be silent-for-get it.
Carl Sandburg.

In You

I N you, desire is not a maddened thing

That crashes terribly across your breast,
And screams along your throat, destroying fear,
And shattering the lilies of your rest.

In you, desire is hut a timid bird
That sits upon the wall of hope and sings
Of old-rose pleasures; and if passion comes
Too near, it flies away on fainting wings.

LIBERATOR

Cornhelt Men!

ING, tramp; sing, cornbelt men; sing, young boys, singOf the false front, flat, monotonous towns,
Sing of the smell in the hardware stores,
Sing of the midnight mail train roars,
Sing of the mud on the scooped-out shores of the artificial
ponds.
Sing, tramp; sing, cornbelt men! sing, boys, singOf the new street, wind-kissed poplar leaves,
Of the hearty sweat beneath men's sleeves,
Of the shimmering dance which the noonday weaves above
the railroad dykes.

S

Sing, tramp; sing, cornbelt men; sing, boys, singHow the windstorm carries the northbound geese,
How the eastbound, westbound trains increase,
How the ocean cornfields whisper peace over undulating
sloughs.
Sing, boys; sing, corn belt men; sing, tramp, singThe horizonless view past the red caboose,
The horizonless view from a calaboose,
The horizonless flight of a soul let loose with nothing to do
till to-morrow.
Sing, tramp; sing, cornbelt men; sing, young boys, shout!
Shout like the barker at a fairground show,
Shout with the pains of things that grow,
Shout with a team voice, "Yo, heave, ho!" for the building
on the prairies.
Sherwood Trask.

Baal-Moloch

WE who are grown for sacrificial wine

And bread, .find beauty in our slaughter-fold.
The morning sun regilding the dear gold
Of your uplifted head, could hardly shine
Brighter in Phoebus' home; the pulley line
That knits us to our neighbors, could not hold
Whiter wash if N ausicaa of old
Had beaten it. No, not for Greece I pine,
Nor Italy, nor any otherwhere
Than this my country. Not geography
Betrays us - dying, let us still be just;
This land, like any other land, is fair;
The monster is this blasted century
That grinds the young to shapeless golden dust.
Florence Tanenbaum.

Alan Breese.

I

Eternal Recurrence

SH{\LL come back, by God, even though my sons,
Denying me before the universe,
Should all be Baptist ministers or worse,
For countless generations, while time runs
Its spiral course. And I shall wait, meanwhile
Letting the semi-conscious aeons roll
Without my premature, prepotent soul,
And my faith-keeping skeleton will smile
Over a progeny that's so unwise;_
Till, some fine day, I shan again be born,
Descendant of myself, splendid with scorn,
Weary of being dead, and proudly rise,
And find-perhaps-by then, humanity
More worthy of a nobleman like me.
Rolfe Humphries.

From a Cut by Ilo'Ylka Karasz.

From a Cut by llcmka Karusfi.
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On to Harding" Then Home Again
By Michael Gold
Drawings by William Gropper

A Stilential
everyone knows, I had been out of touch with the pesworld of humanity for about a month before
the disarmament conference opened. The world had bruised
me sorely; a lovely feminist had spurned my offer to be
her complete guardian; three magazine editors and a prominent theatrical producer had insulted my genius with rejection slips; my landlady had waylaid me on the stairs at
least twice, and in a mercenary fashion had demanded the
rent for her vile, cold, dark, ill-smelling hall bedroom.
Worst of all, I was becoming discouraged about Progress.
My schemes for a world-state, my plans for a beautiful era
of brotherhood, communism and universal joy were Sltill unfulfilled. The masses would not listen; it was as if my
years of preaching had been flung away like dirty dishwater.
I had despaired. I had renounced my Bolshevism, given
up my tenderness for the world of humble men and women,
and after slaying my conscience and morals I had gone
over completely to the pagans. I bought several numbers
of the Little Review and the Dial, and soaked myself in
Art. For a week I meditated and read,and then, entirely
emancipated from my former character, I went out and
killed an amiable old man in a silk hat whom I found wandering in poetic solitude through the canyons of Wall Street
one dark night under a clouded moon.
He had $245,678 in bills of a large denomination sewed
up in the folds of his bourgeois silk underwear, and I
stripped this from him and built myself, in the Xanadu of
New York, a pleasure dome more stately and imaginative
than that of Khubla Khan, if I may be permitted to flatter
myself.
George Moore, Theophile Gautier and other great modern
pagans who have thought deeply upon the problems of interior decoration furnished me wirth some valuable hints,
but the main design, the barbaric exuberance and fantastic,
saarlet abandon of it all, came chiefly from the depths of
my own Oriental-Sclavonic-New York soul, if I may claim
so, with an artist's simple pride.
I was lolling in this paradise on a bright autumn afternoon when rthe news came of Secretary Hughes' proposal.
The world was as completely blotted out as if I had embraced Christian Science, or the Berkeleyan metaphysics. I
had built a large square building with an enormous enameled roof of peacock blue. There were no windows facing
outward; the only contact with the world was its light i,that
came from the sky through my marvelous canopy. There
were no telephones in my heaven, no jangle of visitors' bells,
no mail, no newspapers. No one in my retinue was permitted to do the shopping; a corps of thieves had been engaged, and every midnight they brought the choice booty
of the city to our doors, delivering it down an underground
chute and receiving their pay through the same impersonal
medium.
The house was built around a courtyard, surrounded by a
white marble colonnade. A crystal fountain played in the
centre, with a jet of quicksilver, after the Arabian fashion.

Boxes of orange and pomegranate trees were placed alternately around the yard; large white Russian greyhounds
with pike-like noses lay sleeping here and there; and from
time to time, barefooted Negro slaves with rings of gold on
their legs, and beautiful white slender serving-women,
clothed in rich and capricious garments, passed through
the hollow arcades, a basket on their arm or an amphora on
their head.
Humming-birds darted about the great, steam-heateQ
square; I could hear their fragile murmur mingle with the
sweet, confused sound that came like a single gentle voice
from my seraglio, where my darling wives discussed my
merits.
My symphony orchestra, in an embowered corner, played
music soft as the harmony of a green lush meadow on a summer's afternoon. From another part of the establishment
came the sweet, acrid smoke of my distillers, as they brewed
new and strange concoctions, colored purple and amber and
gold.
"I am happy! I am happy!" I murmured to myself, not
too violently. "I am happy at last!"
I lay in the midst of this all, motionless and silent, be-·
neath the magnificent canopy, with a huge tame lion supporting my elbow, and the naked brea.st of a young slave
like a stool beneath my feet, smoking opium in a large jade
pipe. I had just finished feeding a terrified rabbit to my
pet python, a most interesting practise that I had culled
from Moore's Confessions of a Young Man, and now my
favorite slave, Garbanza, in her fiaming imperial robe of
Aztec feather work, was reading to me in a voice like a
lute the more passionate poetry of Max Eastman and
Claude McKay, whom I still dimly remembered. I wa.s
happy:
"Ah, Beauty!" I sighed in a voice of sweet melancholy,
"the world is well lost for thy dear sake! How intolerable
Life would be without thy priests, the poets, without thy
gifts, these poor possessions about me! How I have wasted
my youth away from thee, how I have squabbled and argued and fought, mixed with the unshaven and stridentvoiced and moral, how I have become bitter in the beast-like
quarrels of men, w hen all the time thou wert waiting!
But I have been true to Thee in my fashion! And now I am
here forever, forever I yield myself to Thy soft breasts,
Beauty!"
I picked a red rose from the thousands heaped near my
couch, and sniffed at it delicately as I observed the effect
this little bit of eloquence had had upon Garbanza. She
was weeping; a lucent tear quivered on her cheek. For a
moment I enjoyed an artist's triumph, and then I was
alarmed. Perhaps she was weeping in earnest; had happiness crept into my heaven?
"What is wrong?" I asked uneasily.
"Master!" she sobbed, "I have a horrible secret to confess! You are not entirely alone here with Beauty; I have'
broken the contract I came here on and have spoken to one
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of the outside world! I have contaminated your ivory
tower!"
"Traitor!" I shouted. "Off with your head! Who was it
you spoke to?"
"I have a sister who lives in the Bronx," Garbanza answered in tremulous tones. "She is a member of the Young
Communists' League of that borough--"
"Enough!" I howled. "Enough! Do not remind me that
there are communists in the world! But go on!"
"My sister stole down the chute last night, disguised as
a box of caviar. She is a fanatic, and she could not restrain
herself from sharing with me the information that the
world's statesmen have pledged themselves to scrap the battleships, and that there is to be no more war. After all, I
was her only sister, and she had to tell me!"
Garbanza then furnished me the great news; it was thus
I first heard of it. For a moment I was still disposed to
lock her up with the lion for a week for having betrayed
me, but then, as I am a swift thinker, and an even more
rapid doer, I saw the whole situation in a flash. The world
had suddenly become good enough for me to live in again.
There was hope for humanity once more. I rushed to the
wardrobe, took off my crown of lank, lost lilies and my purple Virgillian robes and donned the uniform of careless corduroy that I and the others on the Liberator had adopted
when we had taken our Communist vows. Kissing my wives
in less than half of the twenty minutes this task usually
consumed, I was out on the street and on my way to Gropper's studio on Christopher street within the half hour after
I had heard the immortal tidings.
Though it was high noon, the artist still slept on his
mattress in the festering, dim chamber over a table where
he practises in a noble fortitude his Art. The honest smell
of manure came through his slightly raised window; there
were sheets of drawing paper scattered about him, like the
leaves that covered the Babes in the Wood; an emptied bottle stood by his head.
"I have come back to you all!" I said with emotion in his
ear. "This changes everything!"
•
"Yes," Gropper said drowsily, as he scratched under his
underwear.
"On to Washington!" I said. "Let us interview the
statesmen! The whole world must hear of this!"
"I'm game!" he said, closing his lids over a pair of puffy
blue eyes.
I shook him into wakefulneros, we snatched a cup of coffee and some crullers at the lunch wagon, and after vainly
trying to borrow five dollars from the Liberator business
staff for expenses, we went down to the freight yards and
fixed ourselves into a most comfortable box-car covered
with straw, the former residence of quarters of beef and
mutton. A brakeman discovered us here about half the distance out, but Gropper made a sketch of him on his cuff,
and tore it off and presented it to him, while I recited one
of Floyd Dell's most eloquent book reviews. The brakeman
saw at once that we were friends of the working-class, and
became our warm intimate, and he invited us to ride with
him even to Chicago, did we wish it. We declined, and
after a pleasant trip spent in elevating conversation with
the worthy proletarian, we arrived at the capitol.
Here we each bought a pad of paper and a pencil, and I
hurried Gropper at once to the White House. On our way
we met a strange Washington. I had seen the city on a hot
summer Sunday once, in the hasty five hours of a cut-rate

Red Washington
excursion trip. It was transformed now, it was not the
dead, sticky mausoleum I remembered, baking like an empty
desert in the Virginia sun. It was the wonderful stage now
of a real pageant of all the people of the city; they were
in the streets, as if there had been a revolution, marching
bands of congressmen meeting assembled groups of Negro
bootblacks with red banners and embracing them tearfully
and joyously; militant suffragists walking arm in arm with
hoary 5enators and singing the Internationale as they puffed
at each other's cigarettes; bemedaled foreign diplomats, of
whom there were thousands in the capitol, throwing confetti
and roses at the shopkeeper's wives sitting on the balconies
above their goodman's tobacco and delicatessan shops, smiling down aL,the hilarious scene, pale genteel little government clerks, their sub-cellar faces lit with excitement, tMir
immaculate white collars cast to the dogs, turning somersaults and shouting like human beings.
It was marvelous, this spectacle of all the ossified strata
of mankind melted into one grand throbbing mass of brotherly love. There were Dukes in this crowd undoubtedly,
premiers, admirals, millionaires and statesmen and their
grand wives; there were also firemen, street deaners, boiler
makers and prostitutes, and one could not tell the difference
between them all-they were all lost in the joyous, happy,
singing mass. There were even policemen; I saw a crowd
of them marching; they had taken their revolvers and clubs
and slung them on long poles, from which red pennants
were flying; and as they marched they sang the Marsellaise in big, manly voices. Bands were playing everywhere;
everywhere flags were blazing in the wind, American, Chinese, French flags, Mexican flags, even the German ,flag-
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yes, and a thousand times the blood-red flag of the international fatherland.
It was thrilling; it was the day of reconciliation, when
men were meeting each other again like long-estranged
brothers; tears came to my eyes, and I wept for joy. This
was what I had lived for-this sight was the fruit of my
days. I shouted for joy. Gropper seemed impressed also.
"What's all the shootin' about, Mike?" he asked, turning his hazy eyes upon me.
"Don't you know?" I shouted at him in amazement.
"Don't you know what we've come here for?"
"I thought we came here for the ride," he muttered stupidly, staring at me with his lacklustre eyes.
"No, I bellowed, "no, you poor piece of bootleggers' carrion; no, you rambling wreck of poverty, you sad-faced humorist and defiler of clean white paper, No! We came here
for the Disarmament Conference! Haven't you heard that
Hardini' has iIiduced the world to disarm, and that there is ,
to be no more war?"
"Well, that's all right," Gropper murmured. "I'm glad to
hear it. But you don't have to get excited, you boob!" he
added, with a touch of spirit. "I'm just as smart as you
'are I"
Peace re-established, and the purpose of our mission explained, to Gropper, we pursued our way. Oh, the divine
city of Washington, where the pentecost had descended on
this lovely autumn afternoon! We forced a friendly path
through the singing, uplifted throngs, smoking' two huge
Havanas tha,t an ecstatic tobacconist had pushed into our
haRds as we passed his shop. There were hosts of celebrities scattered through the crowds, and every time I passed
one I was tempted to interview him. We greeted H. G.
Wells and a band of riotous college boys and girls and their
parents, all playing those strange American instruments
known as bazoos that they had raided from some store.
Elihu Root, flushed, coatless and in pink suspenders, was
being carried aloft on the strong arms of a group of railroad men in blue overalls. William Jennings Bryan, Arthur
Balfour, Otto Kahn, Henry Ford, Jack 'Dempsey and Arturo
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Giovannitti had formed a rowdy group of their own, and
locked arm in arm were battering through the crowds like
a football squad, singing the Carmagnole and other songs
Arturo had taught them. Arturo was red and excited; he
had just made six favorite speeches to his new-found friends,
and was beginning on the seventh, his famous one on feminism.
"We will not interrupt these celebrities in their joy," I
explained to Gropper, "nor will we go to the conference to
watch the sessions. We will not waste time on digressions;
no, we will proceed to the fountainhead itself of all this
beautiful revolution in the world's affairs."
"The fountainhead?" repeated Gropper.
"Yes, Harding; on to Hardingl" I said.
So to the fountainhead we came, to Harding, the President and Prince of Peace. He was sitting in his little private sitting room off the main porch of the White House,
silent and massive at a desk, a tall, strong, kindly sage with
serene eyes and white hair.
"Newspaper boys?" he asked, turning his calm face upon
us as we entered.
"Yes."
"Sit down." We did so. He unbuttoned his long black
statesman's coat, cleared his throat, and in a clear, steady
voice made a statement for us:
"All of us demand liberty and justice. There cannot be
one without the other, and they must be held the unquestioned possession of all peoples. Inherent rights are of God,
and the tragedies of the world originate in their attempted
denial. The world today is infringing their enjoyment by
arming to defend or deny, when simple sanity calls for
their recognition through common understanding.
"Weare met for a service to mankind. In all simplicity,
in all honesty and all honor, there may be written here the
avowals of a world conscience refined by the consuming fires
of war, and made more sensitive by the anxious aftermath.
I hope for that understanding which will emphasize the
guarantees of peace, and for commi,tments to less burdens
and a better order which will tranquilize the world. In
such an accomplishment there will be added glory to your
flags and ours, and the rejoicing of mankind will: make the
transcending music of all succeeding time."
I jotted this down, and Gropper made a sketch of the
President as he uttered these words.
"Did I understand you to say, Mr. President, that simple
sanity calls for their recognition through common understanding?" I asked.
"Yes," he answered.
"Thank you. You would not then claim that the transcending music of all succeeding times might come through
uncommon understanding?"
"I would not. I meant common understanding when I
said it, and I stand by the word."
"Would you go so far as to say-damned common?"
''Yes, damned common," he repeated firmly.
"Or hellish common?"
"Yes, hellish common," he said.
"Thank you,'" I said, making a note of his vigorous affirmation. "And now, Mr. President, will you tell us why
the arms conference, or parley, or conclave, ali we neWipapermen put it, has been called 1"
"It is a coming together, from all parts of the earth, to
apply the better attributes of mankind to minimize the
faults in our international relationships."
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"I see. May I quote you as saying that?"
"Yes," he answered quietly.
We sat in silence, while the President thought a moment,
and I framed my next question. Before I could alk it, the
President looked at us with kindly interest in his eyes, and
asked, "What newspapers are you from, boys?"
"We come from the Liberator."
The effect of this was electrical. The President sprang
to his feet excitedly, and came over and kissed each of us
on the cheeks in the fraternal Latin fashion.
"Comrades 1" he almost sobbed, "come with me!"
.
He took each of us by the hand, and dragged us out on
the lawn, where he whistled for a photographer, and made
him snap the three of us in varying poses, all indicating a
deep and touching solidarity.
. After this operation, we returned to the office, and the
President sat down at his desk again, and mopped his brow,
breathing heavily.
.
"Pardon my emotion, boys," he said, "but this is a great
moment for me-I have always yearned to be interviewed
by the Liberator-I have always felt that you and those you
represent alone would understand. We have so much in
common-you have tried to save the world, and 1 have
tried. Our metl,ods have been different, of course, but both
our hearts were in the right place. And now at last the
world is to be saved."
"Yes?" I cried in glad surprise, "how and when 1"
"I have already begun saving it," the President said solemnly. "Y ou see, you revolutionists have been wrong.
Marx was wrong-the adherents of the class war were
wrong. The world is to be saved by good-will."
I jotted this down anxiously, missing not a word. This
was the most momentous interview of all times-I could
barely restrain my excitement.
"I will tell you everything," the President said, a far-off
mystical look shadowing his fine eyes. "I want you to know
what is in my soul. About three months ago, as I was sitting here on the porch smoking a corn-cob and resting after
the day's labors, a revelation was vouchsafed me. I was
gazing at the sun as it set in clouds of fire and glory, and
I was dreaming of all the heavy problems that beset the
world, when a strange miracle happened. The seven veils
of the infinite seemed to open before my eyes, and out of the
sun loomed a great figure. It came toward me and stood
quite near me on the lawn outside, tall as a mountain. I
looked closely with my dazzled eyes-who was this?- And
then I realized, from the pictures I had seen, that this was
God Himself.
"I fell to my knees at once. 'Lord,' I cried, 'I am flattered that Thou hast visited me. I am too humble for such
an honor, but now that Thou art here, let me ask Thee, and
Thee alone, for advice. Tell me how to save this stricken
world. Tell me how to heal the wounds of war and famine
and unemployment and strikes and race riots and the other
uncountable evils.'
"God stroked His beard a moment, turned the matter over
in His efficient mind, and then traced, with His colossal
finger, a word of flames across the western sky. I looked
up to read it, and meanwhile He had disappeared, and I
have not seen Him since."
"What was the word?" we asked in awe.
"Conference I" said the President, with religious solemnity. "It is Conferences that will salve the wounds of the
world and establish the immortal harmonies in the hearts
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of men. How simple it all is, and how great 1 The divine
wisdom is majestic and perfect; it needs but a word to make
us understand; mere men like Marx had to write huge
books filled with statistics."
I meditated on this strange event, comparable only to the
vision Paul saw at Tarsus, and then, with understanding
dawning in my soul, I asked slowly:
"So that 'was why you called the unemployment conference soon after ?~,
"Yes," said the President, "it tortured me to think that
there were six million human beings starving and homeless
in America, and I felt that that was our first great problem
to be solved; so I called a conference and solved it."
"I see," I said, making a note of this. "And how did you
happen to think of the war problem next?"
"Well," said the President, with a trace of confusion, "it
may sound unpatriotic, but war is a problem, is it not? Why
not solve it, I thought, and be done with it? So I called
this present conference next."
"I see. But there are people who say that this conference was not called to solve the problem of war. They
say it is a conference to reduce the high cost of killing.
Others claim it is merely a convention to abolish the use of
bows and arrows in war-battleships, you know, as against
chemicals and aeroplanes."
"They simply don't understand," the President said, in a
pained manner. "They simply do not know. You must tell
them all I have told you here-then they will understand."
"We will," I cried, speaking for Gropper and myself, "we
will. And now, Comrade Harding, what is the next conference to be held by you?"
The Saviour rubbed the white bristles of his chin thoughtfully, and gazed into space.
"I really don't know," he said. "I was thinking of having
a national conference on the tobacco problem. One of the
truest words ever spoken by a Democrat was that enunciated by ex-Vice-President Thomas Marshall when he said
during the last campaign that what this country needed was
a good five-cent cigar. I may work on that next. But sup..
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pose you boys give me some suggestions-what problems do
"Pooh-poohl" said a stubborn Marxian, who was conyou think I ought to go about solving'!"
vinced that there were to be two or three more great wars
"There are almost a million small children working ten before capitalism finally collapsed and the workers took con· I
hours a day in this country," I said.
trol. "Bah!" said an I. W. W. boy who had been crippled
The President made a note. "Good, I'll call the repre- for life by a policeman's club during the unemployment
sentatives and the employers in for a conference," he said.
demonstrations of 1914. "Rot!" sneered a Negro bitterly'
"Every four days a Negro is lynched in this country," I
as he showed me the daily news item about another horrible
reminded him.
lynching. "All li.es!" said a fine old Jewish matron, whose
"We'll have a conference of Southern gentlemen and. son is a Communist spending ten years in prison for speakNegro farm-hands," said the President.
ing against capitalism. "Ha, ha, hal"~ sardonically laughed
"Two hundred political prisoners, including 'Gene Debs, a poor, ~iserable, unemployed mechanic, the father of four
still rot in American jails for opposing war as you are now children, when I ~ormed him of Harding's great plans.
opposing it, Mr. President," I said.
"Tut-tut!" said a West Side gunman when I met him on
"I'll have them elect delegates to meet delegates from Eighth avenue the other morning and told him the news.
the' American Legion for a conference," said Mr. Harding. "Tweet-tweet!" sang a roguish little bird as I sat on a Cen"How will that do'!"
tral Park bench and tried in a long speech to convince it
"About seventy per cent of the wealth in this country is that the human race was at last to know happiness.
in the hands of about two per cent of the people," I said.
No one believes the news, no one! 'I am bewildered. I
"More than five million American workingmen have to apply think I do not believe it myself any longer. I think I will
for charity yearly in order to stay alive."
return to my h,arem, to wait another year until Harding has
"Fine!" said the President, beaming. "This is just the really· made the world fit for a minor poet to live in. So
sort of thing I want to remedy. I will call a conference of long! adios! farewell! au revoir and auf wiedersehn! until
millionaires and paupers, and they will thrash it out. The the millennium!
same warm red heart beats in all of us.......it is easy to agree,
once hate and suspicion are removed, don't you think? What
next?"
"There are more than a half million prostitutes in this
country, humble women forced into vice by poverty."
F the .loves of the poets, there has been sore misearrlage;
"We'll give them a conference, too-we'll have them meet
Here are all tales of errant loves, and not. a tale of marriage!
with the ministers."
"And the employers of this country have, set out to reduce Had Dante wedded Beatrice and loved and housed her well,
wages and smash the labor unions," I said. "They have been Maybe he had not sung so long and robustly of HellI
hiring gunmen, and have murdered workingmen in West Had Shelley left his patronym with any son of Emily's,
Virginia and other places."
Maybe his tenuous ecstasy had grown to stronger melodies.
"It will stop," said the President. "We are all brothers,
and should meet in conference. And now," he said, rising, There's one stout peasant, Robert iBums, so near to earth
and life
"good-bye, and don't forget to tell the revolutionists what I
have told you. They must work with me-we both have the He gives us JOCUnd pipings of a girl that was his wife.
same sublime objects in view. Good-bye."
What though he roved and freely loved! Let's pay him what
we owe,
He embraced us both, tears dimming his eyes.
"Mr. President," I said, as we stood on the porch shaking Let every woman thank him for John Anderson, my Jo,
his hand, "tell me, how long do 'you think it will take you to In that an old wife found her man a lover and a friend
hold all these conferences and save the world,!"
And sang a gallant song of him, as they came near the end.
He thought a moment, and looked at us with his fine,
high candor. "I could say five months, boys, but I will be I say there is a pride in us that never will be taught
honest, it may take almost a year," he told us. "Good-bye." Our love's a flying bubble over lovely till it's caught.
As we went back through the streets of Washington, dusk Shall it be owned a stimulant to keep the soul awake
was falling, the lamps were being lit, and the crowds still That it may knit Ion&:, stanzas for some false passion's sake 7
buffetted us about, the singing, revolutionary crowds with
their red banners, celebrating the beautiful thing that had With that much of my passion as is songworthy and good
come into the world through the man we had just left.
I have bom a man his children and served a man his food.
"The world will be saved in a year," I said to Gropper.
If I'm to dream of moons and dews, that dreaming shall be
"I don't believe it," he sneered, speaking for the first time
done
that afternoon.
With the same fertile ecstasy as yielded me my son.
"You don't believe it'!" I shouted in amazement. "Don't
you believe we're in Washington, don't you believe what Show me that man of judgment whose goddess bears his
your own eyes are seeing at this moment? There, there
name!
goes William Howard Taft and a bunch of rip-roaring Though he be mute I'm his repute, I'll guarantee his fame;
stokers from the power-house siIl;ging 'Hallelujah! I'm a There'll be Isuch crash of song on earth as never yet was
,heard;
Bum!' Isn't that so?"
"No," said Gropper sullenly, and I could not make him Ten thousand sleeping singers shall awaken at his word.
believe it, though I argued all the dusty way home. And Women shall sing in Kansas, in Peckham and in Greece,
in New York no one would believe, either, when I told them The SOrl&:' of Woman Justified, the song of love's release.
Anna Wickham.
all I had seen and heard.
I
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All

of Americans have left the Spanish army and reA LOT
joined the army of the unemployed. They allege

AInerican

who pretend, to hate war go to Washington; those
T HOSE
who really hate it go to Atlanta.

B

RIAND said he had no idea of putting a damper on the
festivities. But if that was. his idea of being the life
of the party-

W

OULDN'T it be delicious after everything that happened about four years back if the net result of our
disarmament conference would be to increase the importance
of the submarine.

""B RITAIN will not ask for discussion of the debt."

We
often feel that way ourselves. It is our butcher who
keeps dragging this subject into/the conversation.

delegates at the dish armament conference have reO URceived
and acknowledged with snickers gifts of 45 caliber revolvers from a movie star who does not shrink from
publicity. There is harmony, at least, in amusement circles.
not yet clear why Tumulty was chosen as the arbiter
I Tofisour
destinies for eight important years, but the N. Y.
Times has settled one point. His name is pronounced as in
tummy, not as in tumult.

)T HE

Interborough borrowed money and paid it out at
once in big dividends. This is what is technically known
as rapid transit.

Princess Mary's royalty, we learn with relief, .will
T HEdescend
to her heirs. We hope that the future little
royalties will have their grandmother's looks and their
grandfather's mentality.
Garment Workers' Union asks damages for loss of
T HEwages
due to the employers' breach of contract. It will
be interesting to learn whether the Danbury hat can be
worn on the other foot.

&

Hugo Gellert.

cruelty and failure to support in the style to which they
were accustomed. Also it appears that the enemy is no
gentleman.
late Congress failed in its task of raising money
T HEwithout
danger to business. Somebody must invent a
safety raiser.

,THEbe Postmaster
General has ordered every postmaster to
a bureau for :finding missing persons. Inspired, no
doubt, by their brilliant success in finding missing letters.
is being made to these mirror books which
O BJECTION
poke fun at government officials. Now let's have a
little mirth control
in two fearless letters has come out in
T HEfavorPresident
of babies and against cancer. A first page fiend
would have reversed the process, but Harding is a man who·
can resist sensation.

if in response to a widespread demand we offer our
A sselections
for the 1921 All-American footless ball team.
Scenter-Daugherty•.
Black Guard-Lusk.
Mud Guard-Hylan.
Receptackle-Hughes.
Spectackl~Harvey.

Near End-Newberry.
Weak End-Lodge.
Quartersnatch-Rockefeller.
Half Bakes-Coolidge and Miller.
Throwback-Harding.
·
The best individual record was made by cheer leader Root.
HOWARD BRUBAKER.

DGrnroschen
for
STAB
. lip set intensityme-

press to my bowermy nook-my core
'I :wait for theenumb--<breathlesslymessir
since yore.
Not can I rise alone
thy rush-thy kissthy smilethy bended knee
wake-liftto that steep castle
beckoning with
buntingmessir-to usa-laughing-high
a-hunting.

E.

v: F.L.

Hugo Gellert.
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A Blow At Birth Control

I Own

a

Slave

a week ago I discovered that I was the proprietor
A BOUT
of a slave. Theoretically I had always known that I
was the proprietor of a good many slaves, and that so~e
body was more or less the proprietor of me, some mIsty
person in Wall Street, who could foreclose on me whenever
the fancy seized him, or the needs of his career.
But last week I actually came face to face with the slave
of whom I am proprietor, or at least part proprietor.
His name is George. He is an Italian of about si:rty winters. For it is in the winter that I most completely own
him and that therefore he exists for me.
About a week ago my mother called my attention to the
fact that our coal supply was being used up too rapidly. (I
live in one of those· horrible products of the Grant Period
known as a private house.) In order to stop this too rapid
consumption I was to speak to the furnace man, threaten
him with a reduction in his wages and even unemployment
if he did not mend the tenor 01 his ways.
So George was summoned before- me and interrogated. I
then discovered the following facts:
1. George is an old, prematurely decrepit Italian of fifty,
but with the appearance of seventy.
II. He ~oes staggeri~ from house to house all day lon~
from seven in the morning to nine at night feeding private
house furnaces. When there is snow he has to clean the
sidewalks as well. He also has to bring up scuttles of coal

from the cellar for the kitchen ranges of irate cooks of the
fifteen private houses he is serf to, and carry out heavy barrels full of garbage and ashes.
III. George has been improvident enough to have married
twice. He has not attended birth control meetings, and
therefore or, at any rate, whether or no, has two sets of
children, in all seven (7) still living.
IV. Of these seven children, ranging from two years old
to fourteen, two or three are constantly sick, and not infrequently the surviving Mrs. George is sick at the same time.
During the course of his two marriages George has buried
three children.
V. The family lives in two pretty dark rooms, without
the usual sanitary arrangements considered desirable in my
class of society. So that if one child gets measles, the rest
of the children are apt to get it, too.
VI. When George was summoned before me I went so
far out of my class as to shake his hand. I always believe,
like Mr. Schwab, in preserving the forms of democracy,
especially when I am about to sin against its substance. I
was surprised to note that the old man's hand burnt mine
like hot iron. I said:
"Are you sick?"
"Doctor," he answered, "tella me I gotta go to bed; I
gotta verra high fever. But how I can go to bed when I
gotta sick babies home an' my wife sick?"
George, I learned, has about fifteen or so houses to keep
heated and snow-clear. He gets ten dollars from each house
monthly, but has to pay a helper, who consumes almost half
of his earnings.
. VII. George dare not be sick, therefore, else the helper
will jump in and take all the houses.
VIII. George, therefore, I was pleased to learn, is my
serf, in everything but the legal sense. He is chained to my
house; he dare not leave for fear of starvation of self and
family. He must stagger along from house to house doing
serf labor until he drops. And by that time, I hope, there
will be a little George to inherit his father's obligations toward our landed property. .

IX. Although George is my serf, yet I have none of the
obligations toward him I would have were the relation
legal. I do not have to see that he and his family are fed
and clothed and my women-folk feel no obligation to visit
his family when they are sick, or in need. We can simply
allow George and his family to" rot away. There are always
other serfs ready to chain themselves to our three-storyand-basement house.
Mor,eover, though he is tied to my house, my home is nO"t
tied to him. He dare not break the chain that binds him
to No. - - West - - street on pain of death by starvation. But I can kick him out of my house at any moment,
paying him the balance of his month's dues. And he has
no redress whatsoever. I think if I had sadistic impulses,
he would let me beat him or his wife and children in part
payment of my feudal perquisites, if only he could continue
to be allowed to feed his heart out to my furnace every
month.
I finish where I commenced. I am the proprietor of a
slave, and the knowledge of that fact has made me proud
and happy.
HENBY

G. ALSBEBG.
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Don Giovanni

A Telegram

A LL day l()ng the sky was a cold gray metal,

H ow many gentle WQmen, living and dead,

Winds blew cold and hardened the lonely ro.adway,
FrQze the ponds and powdered the ice with snQwflakes,
Rattled the grasses;'

Lovely and foolish, but have felt the glamQr
Of his dark eyes; how many women clamo.r
Dark curses Qn his beautiful faithless head!

All day long my wandering steps were Io.nely,
Cold my hopes, and meagre my thoughts, and frQzen
All my dreaming memories, all my yearnings,
YQuthful and tender.

HQW many a man, who having heard it said
His radiant smile will make a woman stammer
And set her heart clattering like a hammer.
TQsses in envy on his IQnely bed!

Such my New Year's day-but the night was tender,
Dark seemed warm, and bed and the CQvers friendly,
Sleep .came soft as breasts to. a thirsting baby,
Fed me with dreaming,
All because I found on my desk at sunset
Five sweet words my wonderful friend who. loved me
Sent o.n wings Qf mystery tenderly beating,
WQrds that remembered.
Max Eastman.

Yet none Qf those who. love and envy and hate
Have seen beneath the clQak of latest fashiQn
His body burning with a terrible fire:
How like a man doomed by relentless fate
He sinks under the sea of his passion,
Swept down the darkness of his own desire.
Joseph Freeman~ .

La Paloma In London

Cherish My Love
CHERISH my IQve befQre it dies at last
A day Qr so, a mQnth, a fleeting year,
Cherish my body"s whiteness and each tear
That falls because all love is Qvercast.
We talk o.f this and that, belQved friend,
While shuddering gloom falls lightly Qn Qur hQuse
NQr mark the snQwdrift Qn the impatient boughs
Hardly aware that Spring and Summer end.
Cherish my. Io.ve for S()On these eager hands
Will cease to. hold yQU warmly to my heart
And we will learn how quickly flQW the sands
And how the hours tear us both apart.
SQme chill and quiet morning we will wakeAnd weep our hearts out for each other's sake.

A BOUT
Soho we wellt befQre the light;
We went, unresting six, craving new fun,
New scenes, new raptures for the fevered night
Of rollicking laughter, drink and song, was done.
The vault was. void, but for the dawn's great star
That shed upon Qur path its silver flame,
When La PalQma on a low guitar
Abruptly from a darkened casement came.-Harlem! All else a blank, I saw the hall,
And you in your red shoulder sash come dancingWith Val, against me careless by the wall,
Your burning coffee-colored eyes keen glancin,
Aslant at mine, proud in yQur gQlden glQry 1
I loved you, Cuban girl, fond sweet Diory.
Claude McKay.

lJarold Vinal.

Futility

'II.

I

SHALL be less than dust when you pass by
A whiff of dust blQwn whitely down the air,
This body that in April yQU found fair,
These hands, these lips that lQve Qnce taught to lie.
Pollen frQm willow trees eQuId never be
MQre frail and delicate than what remains
Of my poQr flesh, my thin and scattered brains-Death is a dark and treacherous enemy.
These are the lips you kissed at Summer's clQse,
These the warm limbs that you loved to embrace,
NQW what is left of them, no single traceSuch was the fate Qf Omar and his rose.
And now you pass and do not even hear
My careless bones that cry "My dear, my dear I"
HarQld ViDal.

H I have tried to' laugh the pain away,
O Let
new flames brush my love-springs like a feather,
But the old fever seizes me to-day,
As sickness grips a SQul in wretched weather.
I have given UP myself to every urge,
With nQt a care Qf preciQus powers spent,
Have bared my body to the strangest SCQurge,
To. soothe and deaden my heart's unhealing rent.
But you have torn" a nerve Qut of my frame,
A gut that no physician can replace,
And reft my life of happiness and aim.
Oh what new purpose shall I now embrace!
What substance hold, what lovely form pursue,
When my thoudlt bums thrQugh everything to you?
Claude McKay.
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Migratory

"W"orkers"
By A

A

Convention

Special Correspondent

REPRESENTATIVE of the Y. M. C. A., with a Christian hymnal under his arm, entered the basement hall
in Auto Workers Temple in Detroit, where delegates to the
annual convention of the International Brotherhood Welfare
Association were giving an entertainment, on the night of
Dec. 2. The association is the organization of migratory
workers founded fifteen years ago by James Eads How, and
the proceeds from the entertainment, which was given entirely by association talent, were to pay a part of the cost
of the convention commissary.
"I thought you would like to sing these," the Y. M. C. A.
m¥- explained, his eyes blinking at the cigarette smoke and
the glaring electric light bulbs in the bare hall. James Eads
How, paternalistic "ijoss" of the organization, was about to
propose a rising vote of thanks for the hymns when M. Simmons, aNew York delegate with the light of the seven seas
in his dark young eyes, took the Y. M. C. A. man by the
arm and dragged him to a seat in the front row. The
hymnal Simmons placed on top of the old upright piano in
the corner. Marguerite Tucker, of New York, swung
round to the piano and opened up on "Solidarity Forever."
There sprang from the crowd a man with Irish blue eyes,
who has stoked the boilers of ships and built railroa,ds. He
stood in front, a ragged, inspired director with arms outraised. And thereupon the words and music of the stirring
revolutionary song rolled and thundered around the ears of
the Y. M. C. A. representative. The director himself sang
mightily down upon him. The hall-full of poorly clad, unshaven, hungry migratory workers sang as they had not
sung before.
How, the rich man's son, who devoted his inheritance to
organizing migratory workers for the purpose of uplift and
relief,/ound out definitely at the convention in Detroit that
the world today, even his adopted part of the world, is not
waiting for the coming of a second Jesus.
A new institution of learning has been organized in Detroit, for example. The college consists of sixty students and "Capital," by Karl Marx, in three volumes.
Classes will be held in a simple hall. The sixty students
are eharter members of the new Detroit local of the International Brotherhood Welfare Association. The unorganized, hungry, embittered timber wolves, pearl divers, gandy
dancers, and others of the migratory workers who are not
members of the I. W. W. are about to trail out of the jungles
and learn in their turn the reason, strength and method of
union for revolution.
At an unemployment conference, organized by Mrs.
Tucker under the auspices of the brotherhood association, in
Bricklayers' Hall on the last night, the migratory workers
were told by Judge Edward J. Jeffries and Dennis A. Batt
of Detroit, and Simmons, thlllt there would be no cure for
unemployment until a proletarian dictatorship gave the
workers control of the government. These three men, in
straightforward speeches, said that unemployment crises
would follow in closer'succession until in a short time there
would be millions on millions of men and women out of
work perpetually.

"Organize," said Batt to the men in a speech in whieh he
urged a rationing of jobs for temporary relief.
"And don't wait until you have educated every man,
woman and child in the country before you start something," said Judge Jeffries. How had wanted Mrs. Tucker to
hold her conference in the Y. M. C. A. or in a church and
wanted pastors invited as speakers. She refused to consider it. He wanted the convention to seat Francis Shay,
of Washington, D. C., as a delegate. But Simmons jumped to
the convention floor to say that any worker who would assist Urban Ledoux in the publicity-courting act of degrading hungry men on an auction block could not be seated
with self-respecting toilers. And the convention supported
Simmons. "We want to stand on our own feet," Simmons
added.
The convention ended with How a defeated man. He will
not withdraw his support from the organization, but his
plans and wishes were trampled under the feet of many
delegates who are becoming clearly class conscious at last.
Day after day he wandered up 'and down the aisles of the
convention hall, speaking and pleading with a soft, anarchistic light in his eyes. His bearded face was patient but
sad. His figure is tall and lean, his signs of emaciation
seeming a little weak, a little effeminate, a little mystical.
He walks vaguely, sometimes with a swift and aimless
flitting motion. He was and is a man with a dreamy kind
of sympathy, which sometimes flames into revolutionary
expression, subsiding again thereafter into a sweet longing.
Years ago he placed himself in the center of a group of
homeless migratory workers; he framed himself with breadlines of men. But now the frame is walking away with the
picture.

Soviet Envoys: For Persia the oily palm, for Kussia the gate
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The

Russian

Idea

By Floyd Dell
It ItREVOLUTIONS have their periods of poetry and their
periods of prose. The Russian Revolution has entered
now into its prose period. The time of revolutionary glory,
tragic and beautiful, has passed; and the time of revolutionary work, sober and stern, has ,begun. The time of wonderful dreams is over, and the time of dull realities has
eome."
So say many of our friends, who shared with us here as
dazzled onlookers the poetry and the glory and the dream
of that revolutionary dawn, when it was bliss to be alive,
and to be young was very heaven. And now, when we ask
them to share with us, again as onlookers only, for that as
yet is all the part assigned us by destiny, the sober, realistic,
everyday triumphs of the revolution in its prose period,
they turn to us and ask: "Is this reality enough to satisfy
you, after those great dreams 1 Don't you feel a little
fooled 1 Was it all worth while 1 Is this what you wanted 1
Or-speak candidly now!-is the Revolution, after all, a failure 1 Inevitably so-nobody's fault-the best that could be
expected-nothing to cry about-but still, different from
what we all did expect-in short, pretty small potatoes, after
8uch tremendous hopes! How about it 1"
We may fairly ask ourselves that question. Are we disappointed 1 Is this prose Russia worth all our dreams?
To ask that question is, to begin with, to set a pretty high
price on dreams. I do. The bourgeois worH to-day is spirituallybankrupt because it paid out too rr.ucn in dreams, no
less than in money, in the late war, and got nothing in return. If it were true that our revolutionary dreams had
been betrayed by the realistic facts of Soviet Russia to-day,
then that would mean the spiritual bankruptcy of the revolutionary movement for many a long day. But is it true?
This, I think, is true: That all the unfulfilled ideals of
the eighteenth century, all the magnificent dreams of Rousseau and Tom Paine and Blake and young Wordsworth, all
the large promises of Jefferson and Danton for a new and
free and happy social order-all the hopes that culminated
in the American and French Revolutions,and were travestied and betrayed so tragically in subsequent history-those
beautiful Utopian dreams have somehow, in the minds of
some of us onlookers, got entangled With the specific promises of the revolutionary Communists of Russia. I think
the dead who died in vain to create a free America and a
French Republic and a beautiful and orderly and happy new
society have a right to sit up in their graves and laugh
sardonically at the America of Rockefeller and Gary and
Harding, at the France that plots to restore Czardom in
Russia, at the whole modern capitalist world of unemployment, misery and war. They were fooled: it was not so
nominated in the land of the Declaration of Independence
and the speeches of Robespierre. Nothing was said by the
prophets and poets who whooped it up for the bourgeois
revolution about strikes and panics and militarism and the
twelve-hour day in Pittsburg. But if we blame Lenin because he has not created a Utopia, that is our own mistake.
It was not Lenin, it was Rousseau and Jefferson who promised us that. We cannot present the unfulfilled dreams of
the last century to Lenin to be paid off'. He said nothing

about creating a Utopia in Russia. He knew better.
From the first he said nothing about absolute "freedom"
to be ushered in at once. He called it what it is-a bourgeois dream. Instead, he talked of work, of discipline, of
machinery, of the factory-system, of electrification.
He said nothing about absolute "happiness" except the
happiness that comes in a devoted and unceasing struggle
against tragic odds, and the useful and creative happiness
that will come to the world of labor when Communism is at
last established.
Those who are disappointed in Russia for failing to create
the freedom and happiness promised a century and a quarter
ago by the deluded prophets of the rising bourgeoisie, are
simply a little mixed.
Nevertheless, there is a difference between prose and
poetry. In these days of revolutionary prose, it is a good
thing to turn back to its poetic period, to remind ourselves
of the ,glory of that dawn, and to try our confidence in the
sober realities of to-day by the glorious hopes of yesterday.
Albert Rhys Williams has written a book which recovers
for us, in all its tragic and immortal loveliness, the poetry
of that yesterday. It is called "Through the Russian Revolution." As everyone knows, Albert Rhys Williams went
through the revolution not only as an onlooker, but as an
active participant. He actually saw more of its central and
critical events than anyone else, Russian or foreigner. And
he has, not hastily, but as a devoted and deliberate labor of
love, made a record of these events that will stand as an
enduring memorial of them to other generations than ours.
He has captured, in his ringing prose, the dramatic soul
of that revolutionary time-its hopes, its tragedies, its triumphs, are all here, set down with love and faith and tenderness. I t is bright with all the fires that ,burned in the
revolutionary heart of Russia. It is, for all, the sad and
terrible things it tells of, a happy book-all the happier in
that among its pages are many ,bright-colored revolutionary
posters in which one can see the hope and daring and creative faith of Russia pouring itself out in magnificent defiance of the disasters by which it is hemmed in on every
side. It is the book of the Russian Revolution-the book of
its achievement and its promise.*
I turn in this, book to one of the pages of retrospect in
which Albert Rhys Williams, in this day of the prose of
revolution, casts a glance backward over the whole course
of events, and I find this passage:
"Nearly everyone in this book is now in his grave. Here
is the way some of them died:
"Volodarsky-Assassinated in the general' plot to kill all
Soviet leaders.
"N eibus-Executed on the Kolchak front.
"Yanishev-Bayonetted by a White Guard on the Wrangel
front.
"W oskov-Died of typhus on the Denikin front.
"Tunganogi-Shot at his desk by White Guards.
"Utkin-Dragged from motor car and shot.
:,

___•

i~:""I1(

* Through the Russian Revolution, by Albert Rhys Williams, Il-

lustrated with photographs and Russian posters in colon. Boni and
Liveright.
.
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Our Bookkeeper
HE New York Times published a letter from E. F.
T Mylius,
our former bookkeeper and advertising manager,

answering our statement that he stole $4,000 from the
Liberator. The letter declar~ that he had not stolen but
"borrowed" the money, and that it was customary for officers
of the company to borrow from its funds. The letter also
contained an implication that some of the funds advanced
to its editors had not been duly accounted for.
It is true that on several occasions the Liberator made
advances to its editors, and also to its contributing editors,
and even, occasionally, to other workers in the revolutionary
movement who were in temporary financial straits. These
advances were always properly recorded in the books, and
punctually repaid.
What Mylius did was to go to our safety-deposit box in
the Guaranty Trust Company, with the key which had temporarily been placed in his keeping, remove all our remaining funds-$4,500 in United States Treasury Certificatessell them to a broker and spend the money trying to get
rich on the Stock Exchange.
The best evidence of this is his own letter to me, dated
October 19th. As our good name is involved, the reader
will excuse me for quoting this letter in full:
"Dear Max:
"I have been hoping against hope that I would not have
to write you this letter, but now I realize I cannot keep
the truth from you any longer.
"When you asked me to resign I had very little money
of my own, but I had the Treasury Certificates belonging
to the Liberator, and in a moment of weakness, thinking I
could make some money by using them as security, I had a
fling in Wall Street. Unfortunately I lost and, trying to
make up my loss, I plunged heavily-only to make matters
still worse and I have been keeping it up hoping that a turn
would come, but nothing I did came right, and now everYthing has gone. The wreck is complete.
"This is a dreadful thing. I can hardly believe it has come
about. I feel unfitted for anything useful. Nothing that
you may think of me can be half so bad as what I think of
myself.
"My only hope now is that I can make eventual restitution. All I ask is a little time. Give me time and I will
scrape up money by hook or by crook to send you for the
Liberator. I have several personal friends who might help,
even if I have to tell them all the facts, and I am going to
use my time for the next week or two calling on them and
asking them to help out the magazine now.
"I have never taken a penny of the Liberator before that
was not my own, as the books will easily testify.
"Please keep this to yourself, and I promise faithfully that
if I live I will make restitution. Give me time and I will
pay all.
"I know how generous you were in your trust of others
and it hurts me terribly to have to tell you this. I never
believed it was possible for me to do such a thing. But
it il! done and I thought it best to make a clean breast of the
whole miserable business. I am almost in despair.

LIBERATOR

"I .ent a $iOO Certificate on October 1st to the JtaDk, 1!18
lowe $4,000 in Treasury Certifica.tes now.
If you cut down on the' number of copies printed per
month, and dispense with a business manager and get a
cheaper printer, such economies will help out. If there is
money owing in many directions, the Liberator is entitled
to some credit now, seeing that it always paid its bills so
promptly.
Regretting more than words will express my deep sorrow
for what I have done, and assuring you again that I will do
the utmost in my power, if you will give me time, to make
reparation,
"Yours remorsefully,
"E. F. MyLlUs.

"Please address, care of E. Boskin, 505 Washington St.,
Newark, N. J."
If the treachery of Mr. Mylius had ended with the composition of this letter, we should have said nothing about it
in the magazine. That was only the beginning. As soon
as I received the letter, I sought an interview with Mylius.
I secured it only after employing a detective, identifying
him with an Edward Boskin who had just left the address
given in Newark, and threatening him through the girl living there as Mrs. Boskin, with arrest and exposure if he
did not grant it.
At that interview which occurred in the office where the
girl works, he confirmed the confession contained in his
letter, but further acknowledged that he still had something over $1,000 due him from two brokers through
whom he had been speculating. He gave me letters to these
brokers authorizing me to liquidate these accounts and directing them to pay over to me the balance due.
His attitude was contrite and abject, and as he looked
sick and badly shaken up, I assured him that the past was
past so far as I was concerned, and he need fear no hostile
action from me.
He said he did not know how he could earn a living, and
I offered to try to secure him some sort of a job. I remember that I returned two blocks after I had left him, in
order to inquire as to what he felt able to do, and how
small a wage he thought he could live on.
That was on a Saturday afternoon, too late to reach
either of those brokers immediately. On Monday morning
when we called on them we found that one of them had a
balance of $325 due to E. F. Mylius, and that sum we
eventually secured. The other one, with whom he had told
us he had an account of about $1,000, had never heard of
him. We asked if they had ever heard of Edward Boskin
of 505 Washington Street, Newark, New Jersey. They said
that he had come in that morning, as soon as the office
opened, and had drawn out a balance approximating $1,000.
So our authorization signed "E.- F. Mylius" was nothing
but a criminal hoax. Mr. Mylius had ''borrowed'' this money
a second time, was "borrowing" it, in fact, at the very same
moment when he was accepting our forgiveness; for having
stolen it the first time, and our solicitude and offer of helpfulness in the effort to recover his self-respect.
It is needless to< say that we have mnde every effort since
thm to approo.end him, and we shall continue to do so.
MAX EA8TMAN.
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Sukhanov-Led i n t o t h e
woods in the early morning and
clubbed to death with rifle
butts.
"Melnikov-Taken 0 u t . of
prison, shot and blud~eoned.
". • . They went to their
death in order that the Revolution might live."
And he asks: "Is the Revolution worth these sacrifices?"
He gives an answer to the
question, an answer in honest
revolutionary prose, mentioning
such everyday things as farms,
factories, schools and libraries;
and one thing which is not familiar and everyday-the breaking of the spell of past over a
great people. But the whole
book is the answer to that question. In its pages we see these
men not only die for the Revolution, but live for the Revolution-and their lives are a testimony that if they could look
from their graves at the sober
triumph of the Revolution today they would not feel that
they had died in vain.
For in their lives there was
no such distinction as, for the
purpose of this argument, we
have permitted our idealistic
friends to make, between the
poetry and the prose, the
dreams and the realities, of revolution-not even such a distinction as appears to the most
Maurice Becker
sympathetic of us at a distance.
"They were," says Comrade
Williams, "at once dreamers and hard workers, idealists and
stern realists-the flower of the Revolution. The incarnation of its dynamic spirit." They had then the same sober,
practical tasks as these in which Soviet Russia is engaged to-day-the manifold problem of bringing Communist order out of the chaos of Czardom.
And
over that work to-day there broods the same dream,
the same hope, as yesterday.
Blockade, war, pestilence and famine have not vroken the Russian spirit.
Abandoned by the workers of other lands, Russia fights
alone. Factories maybe nationalized or de-nationalized;
there may be government monopoly, or free trading; these
are incidents of the day's work-experiments, resolutely
tried, candidly abandoned, to be used again to-morrow, or
not, as circumstances may dictate. Our idealistic friends
see in these incidents a forsaking of the ideal, a relapse
into the accustomed ways of the world. But we do not see
Russia as yet welcomed into the comity of capitalist nations-they can tell the difference between Lenin and Judge
Gary, even if our idealistic friends cannot.
There are, I am sorry to note, idealists in Russia who
evince their disappointment in the un-Utopian character of
the Soviet State by throwing bombs at its officials, by blow-
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Close Harmony
ing up bridges, by plotting with emigre~ and foreign adventurers, by spreading lies about Russian affairs among credulous foreign visitors. But they are not called idealists in
Russia- they are called counter-revolutionists.
These belated idealists among us onlookers deserve no
such opprobrious term. There must be revolutionists before
there can be counter-revolutionists. I certainly have no
right to throw the first stone-or even the first mud~at
them. But I think they might be quietly reminded that this
is not their revolution. Their revolution happened back at
the end of the eighteenth century. Their glorious dreams
of freedom and happiness-not ours-have been mocked by
history. Our dreams are coming true in Russia, day by day.
. And when, some day, they come true in America,
they will come by the same hard, idealistic road-and they
will be made to come true by those who want something
more definite, something better, something more real, than
the eighteenth-century bourgeois dream of "freedom and
happiness."
Perhaps, when that day comes, our idealistic friends will
not like it-at all! But I must confess that I, for one,
don't really very much care whether they do or not.
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BOOKS
The Briary

Bus~

"The Briary Bush," by Floyd Dell.

W

Alfred A. Knopf.

HEN a man writes a sequel to a novel he invites two
reviews. The new book will inevitably be judged not
by itself alone, but in comparison with the first one. I don't
think that Floyd Dell's "The Briary Bush" is as good a novel
as "Moon-Calf," but then I happen to think that the first
story of Felix Fay is one of the permanently fine novels of
our period.
Dell made me know Felix better as a boy than I have ever
known him since. Often "The Briary Bush" puzzles me.
Perhaps it should. The problem which it takes up is complex, and Felix is too much in doubt as to many of the situations which confront him to make it possible for all his
speculations to be crystal clear. What I am trying to say
is that after reading "Moon Calf" I felt that I knew a little
more about children than I ever had before. It gave me a
new confidence in my relations with little people. But marriage remains as tricky and as puzzling to me as ever in
spite of "The Briary Bush." Probably it is a little easier to
generalize from particular cases in regard to children than
in regard to marriage. Children come before marriage and
are more fundamental. Very possibly the reason for my
being less enthusiastic about Felix married than Felix single
is that I was more heartily in agreement with the theories
of the younger man. The hero of "The Briary Bush" finds
that while freedom in marriage may sound very well asa
theory it won't work. I don't believe that.
On the other hand, I do believe that the novel contains a
singularly searching and sympathetic study of that type of
mind which has been labelled somewhat crudely as "the artistic temperament." Even such manifestations of it as lie
without my own experience seem to me interesting and
important testimony from a sincere and truthful witness.
Dell has succeeded in recreating more than an individual in
"The Briary Bush." The book is enormously successful in
presenting to us, .young, radical and artistic Chicago as a
whole. There is a much more substantial feeling for physical
background than in "Moon-Calf." One did not see places
and things then as vividly as in the present novel.
Yet there are a good many tldngs concerning the life of
Fay, the dramatic critic, which I wish Dell had gone into
more extensively. We get only the briefest snatches of the
work which Fay was doing for The Chroniale. It seems to
be Dell's notion that his hero lived all his real and important life out of office hours. Perhaps; and yet we were left
with a poignant and unsatisfied curiosity as to just what
plays Fay saw and what he thought about them and what he
wrote. But then I am hopelessly romantic about newspapers. I would much rather follow Fay into the city room
and see and hear him there than be permitted to eavesdrop
upon him at any of the studio parties which he attended.
The book is not completely satisfactory to me because it is
a novel about a newspaper man with the newspaper all but
left out. It is only fair to the author to say that he has
taken pains to impress upon us. that his hero never was
captured by any deep realistic or even romantic interest in
his paper. That was not his real life.

Still even in the more actual existence outside the shop
there are hiatuses which bother me. For instance:
"No," she said, "there's our train comin~! Beside!, I can
change my mind several times more on the way up-"
"You do make good coffee, Felix!" she said the next
morning.
There is in this a haste and an ellipsis rather beyond a
reader as plodding as myself. Indeed, my whole deficiency
as a reviewer for "The Briary Bush" lies in the fact that
Felix is a little outside my comprehension. I am convinced
that he is real, but he is, for the most part, not only in the
moon but round about on that far edge of it to which I
cannot see.
HEYWOOD BROUN.

"Dreams Out of Darkness," by Jean Starr Untermeyer;
B. W. Huebsch, New York.
RS. UNTERMEYER'S poetry is distinguished not only
M
.1.
by "the clear qualities of chiselled marble, not only by
a music so melodious that some of her free-verse pieces have
to be read two or three times before their lack of rhyme
becomes noticeable; but also by the fluidity of her thinking.
She has mastered her emotions without deadening them; and
her ideas are living organisms. They do not stand still;
they have been going forward. From the strained rebellion
of her first book, from its restless groping in the dark, its
muffled complaints and tight gestures made with chained
hands, she has moved on to a maturity and a peace in which
she begins to perceive in the chaos of her world a kind of
equilibrium, in its follies a kind of wisdom. Instead of accepting her destiny "with a wry pride," she has shaken it off
"like the garments of our childhood," and has grown to the
conception of her personal destiny as a universal one. She
has moved from "Resignation" to "Rebirth":
"You have revealed my godhead to me
And by reverence have given me my heritage.
Now I can bear with you and for you,
Since you have found me.
Woman-and Holy."
This subduing of passion and intensifying of mystical intelligence is the leitmotif of her new book. It is played like
a concertmeister's solo in the delicate lines of "Anti-Erotic":
Hold me so and press my head
Close to your shoulder with a gentle hand;
And do not wonder that this mild caress
Dearer to me than all your passion is.
For passion one can have from many men.
When a woman flames to the new life of Spring,
Men read the ardor and the dreaming in her eyes
As tributes to themselves-and burn to her.
But to be cherished as a child is cherished,
To be held as something incredibly dear,
This is like the delicate hopes of childhood,
Like waking from December into a sun-sweet May.
T

A variant of the theme-a far distant and complicated
variant but springing from the same mystical impulses-is
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By Max Eastman
advances an original and complete theory of the nature
and function of humor, then undertakes to prove it to
the layman by explaining all kinds of funny things
from Aristophanes to Charlie Chaplin, and to the psychologists by rehearsing the entire history of human
attempts to explain laughter and the comic-from Plato
down to Freud and Bergson.
When Max Eastman told Bernard Shaw that he was
writing this book, Shaw advised him to go to a sanitarium. "There is no more dangerous literary symptom," he said, "than a temptation to write about wit
and humor. It indicates the total loss of both."
But Shaw was wrong.

Give effectively
Make the Bazaar a Success!
brought out with full orchestral power in "Eve Before the
Tree"; where the mother of men, facing the fruit of knowledge in a. bewildered conflict of desires, is warned on one
hand by the voices of angels: "a curse is on that human
who seeks to learn too much," and on the other hand beseechedby the voices of growing things, "courage, courage
in your fervent seeking, lift up your hand and rend the
darkness, Eve." And the first of women makes the choice
for all her race; she will take the agony with the knowledge,
but she must have the knowledge,
"Not for myself alone,
But for my children that shall follow me."
These are the accents of release. If women are, as Mrs.
Untermeyer says, princesses locked in towers, she at least
has begun to unbolt the heavy doors of her prison with her
imagination. Some day she will walk out free, because she
is using the right key; for whatever liberties we may gain
through political and economic changes, there are certain
Bastilles erected by life for all of us which only the imagi.
nation can batter down-perhaps because these prisons are
themselves built out of imagination.
JOSEPH FREEMAN.

Soft-Pedalling for Peace
"The Folly of Nations," by Frederick Palm,er. Dodd, Mead
& Co., New York.
HE war-drums throb no longer, though the battle flags
are not yet furled. Their martial music has been
"changed by request" to. the soft cadence of a funeral dirge,
and all the world prays sniffingly at present for deliverance
from the sins of patriotism and vainglory. That veteran
war-correspondent, Mr. Frederick Palmer, has given us his
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"Musings on the Mutations of Mars," in the Key of Penitence, which would be interesting reading if Messrs. Wells,
Ferrero, Gibbs and Irwin had not preceded him on the concert stage. To one who has read Mr. Palmer's great polemic
against war, "The Last Shot," written early in 1914 before
the outbreak of the Great War, it is somewhat of a shock
to listen to the childish treble which has taken the place of
the powerful bass of the earlier days. It is another proof
that men grow old.
It isn't that friend Palmer's argument is wrong; it is that
it is so weak. He uses the soft-pedal whenne needs the full
diapa~lOn. It is as though the old m~n's fires have burnt
low. He sees the evils of war, but he sees them through a
haze of patriotic optimism and futile sentimentality. And
he lacks the courage to probe to its hidden causes and tell
us how to remove them.
HUBERT HARRISON.
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THE SIL VE'R CROSS

FROM MARX

(k

TO LENIN

THE CARPENTER OF NAZARETH
A Tale of Jerusalem

By MORRIS HILLQUIT

By

EUGENE

T HIS

book contains a complete
statement of the theoretical foundations of the new Communist creed,
a critical analysis of the Socialist
position in the light of developments
after the war and the Russian Revolution, and a lucid treatment of all
vital issues that divide the world of
Socialism today.

PAPER, 50c.

CLOTH, $1.00

RAND BOOK STORE
New York City

Where?
MADISON

Year's
DEC. 31, 1921
By
RAND SCHOOL

HE plain but thrilling story, told in a masterly manner
by the great French author, gets hold of the reader as
soon as he starts to read it. Stripped of the Church garb,
Jesus appears before us the type of the earnest, honest radical
leader of the people-a figure which history has reproduced,
with but slight variations, in every crucial period in the
progress of mankind, when the old order of things had
reached its climax and was about to give way to the new.
Aside from being a story of compelling interest, with dramatic
incidents second to none, the book gives that noble character
to the teachings of the Carpenter of Nazareth which most of
our generation-whether Christian, Jew or Freethinker-have
failed to perceive through the mass of Church legend which
attaches to the story of Jesus.
Of the translator, Daniel De Leon, Nicolai Lenin said: "Lenin
• . . . showed the influence of De Leon, whose governmental construction on the basis of industries, flts admirahly
into the Soviet construction of the new state now forming
in Russia. De Leon is really the flrst .A:merican Socialist to
affect European thought."
(Quoted by Arno Dosch Fleurot, New York World, January
31, 1918.)

T

A special discount of 10% to readers of the Liberator who
send their order before January 15, with this ad.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS CO.,
4:5 Rose Street

New York City

CO-OPERATION
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Translated by DANIEL De LEON

Special Holiday Edition, Cloth Bound, $2.00

Order from

7 E. Fifteenth St.,
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One Year '1.00

THE CO-OPERATIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA
2 West 13th S1., New York City
Send '" 15 cent. 10'1' infonnation em CO'1IJlUIm6'1'B'
Co-operotion.

MANUSCRIPTS, NOTES, ETC.
Typewritten neatly and aeeurately.
MIMEOGRAPHING,
EXPERT
TRANSLATING,
STENOGRAPHIC REPORTERS furniahetl f .
CONVENTIONS, MEETINGS, ete.

CONVENTION REPORTING CO., 32 Union Sqnare, New York, N.Y
Telephone Stuyvesant 1B83. 119ft
NIght and Sunday Phone University 6868

Polly Markowitz
Manuscripts and Form Letters Typed Accurately
Circula.rizing and Publicity Jobs Taken Over
Dictation Taken Directly On Machine
Excellent Work. Moderate Terms
Phone Chelsea 9300 for full particulars or write

138 W. THIRTEENTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Phone Chelsea 'lUI

ADVANCE MAILING CO.
80 FIF'l'II A VENUB
WeeklJ and lIonthl7 hbllcatiolUl

)(ulU.raphin.

TO SUBSCRIBERS:
If your LIBERATOR doesn't come-please write and
ask us why. We want you to have evel':f copy and
will be grateful for a chance to make up for accidents,
whether our fault or not.
The Post Office does not forward second-class mail.
Have you given us your new, address?
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT.

Sale Closes .( March 30
World's Best Books
The priceless treasure of the world's greatest llterature Is otlered
The close of our
sale brought such a deluge of requests for a repetition that we
"irtually are forced to announce another great sale. This Sale will
E;o4-prornptIy and positively-at 12 o'clock, March 30. By mailing
yuur order before midnight of March 30, you can get any of the
famous books listed belOW for only 10 cents each. After March 3(),
to you at a price so trifling you'll never miss it.
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the regularly advertised price of 25 cents B; copy ,,:ill prevail. Enormous production has made the ten-cent prlce posslble for introductory purposes. It will not be practicable to continue the rate permanently, however. Get your order in before March 30. Seize an
opportunity that may never be repeated. Order as few or as many
of these Appeal Library volumes as you please. Specify the books
Qy numbers. For instance, if you want "Carmen," write down "21."
We handle all book orders by numbers to speed up deliveries.

Take Your Pick at Only:lOc a Book
Order by NUMBERS only - not by Titles-because we handle all our book orders by numbers
1 Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam.
2 Oscar \Vilde's Ballad of
Reading Jail
3 Eighteen Little Essays.
Voltaire
6 De Mallpassant's stories
7 A Liberal Education.
Tl1oula~ Huxley
8 Lady lVindermere's
J<'an. Oscar "Tilde
10 !Shelley. J<'ranc1s
Thompson
12 Poe'" Tales
13 Is l'ree Will a Fact o:r
J<'allacy? Debate
14 W hat Every Girl Should
Know. Mrs. Sange:r
15 lialzac'. ISto:rleli
17 On Walking. Tho:reau
18 idle Thoug'lts of an
Idle Fellow. Jerome
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
and What He Stood For
20 Let's Laugh. Nasby
21 Carmen. Merlmee
~4 The
Kiss and Other
:stories. A. Chekhov
~5 Rhyming Dictionary
'~6 On Going to Church.
Bernard Shaw
27 La!;t Days ofa Condemned Man. Hulto
28 Toleration. Voltaire
29 Dreams. Schreiner
30 What Life Means to
Me. Jack London.
31 Pelleas and Melisande.
Maeterlio('k
32 Pot"s Poems
33 Brann: Smashe:r of
Shams
S4 Case fo:r Birth Control
35 Maxims of La Bochetoucauld
36 Soul of Man Under Socialism. Oscar Wilde
37 Dream of John Ball.
"'Utlam Morri8
88 Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. Steven!lon
39 Did Jesus Ever Live?
Debate
(0 Houl'!e and the Brain.
Bulwe:r Lytton
42 From Monkey to Man
« Aesop's Fables
45 Tolstoi'll StorIes
46 Salome. Oscar Wilde
48 Bacon's ElIsaYII
49 Three Lectures on Evolution. Haeckel
Thos.
SO Common Sen8e.
Paine
lSI Bruno: Hill Life and
Martyrdom
52 Voltaire. Victor Hugo
54 Importance ot Bf'ing
Earnest. Oscar Wilde
56 Wisdom of Ingersoll
57 Rip Van Winkle

58 Boccaccio's Stories
59 Epigrams of Wit
60 ELmOVeerson's Essays on
61 Tolstoi's Essays
62 Schopenhauer's Essays
65 Meditations of Marcus
Aurelius
68 Shakespeare's Sonnets.

~~ ~=~s ~:sa::;:olution.
Anthology

72
73
74
75

i0a!fJe~!~:li~~

Whitman's Poems
On Threshold of Sex
The Choice of Books.
Carlyle
76 The Prince of Peace.
Bryan
78 How to Be an O:rator.
John P. Altgeld

~g ~~~s !:d;:Ciety

81

82

83
84
85
86
87

Ibsen
Care of the Baby
Common Faults in
Writing English
Marriage: Its Past,
Present and Future.
Besant
Love Letters of a
Portuguese Nun
The Attack on the
Mill. Emile ZOla
On Reading.
George
Brandes
Love: An ES8ay.
~lontaigne

88 Vindication of Thos.
Paine. Ingersoll
89 Love Letterl!l of Men
and Women of Genius
91 Manhood: The Facts
of Life Presented to
Men
92 Hypnotism Made Plain
93 How to Live 100 Years.
Cornaro
94 Trial and Death of
Socrates
95 Confessions of an Opium Eater. De QuinCY
96 Dialogues af Plato
98 How to Love
99 Tartuffe. Moliere
100 The Red Laugh.
Andreyev
101 Thoughts of Pallcal
102 Tales of SherlOCk
Holmes
103 Pocket Theology.
Voltaire
104 Battle of Waterloo.
Hugo
105 Seven T hat We :r e
Hanged. Andreyev
106 Thoughts and AphorIsm. Geo. Sand
107 How to
St:rengthen
Mind and Memory
108 How to Develop a
Healthy Mind

1109 Strong
How to
Will

D~velop a

110
\
111
112

How to Develop a
Magic Personality
How to Attract Friends
How to Be a Leader
of Othe:rs
113 Proverbs of England
114 Proverbs of France

115
116
117
118
119
120
121
123
125

Proverbs of Japan
Proverbs of China
Proverbs of Italy
Proverbs of Russia
Proverbs of Ireland
Proverbs of Spain
Proverbs of Arabia
Vegetarianism. Debate
War Speeches of
Woodrow Wilson
126 History af Rome. A.
127
129
130
131
132
133
135
136
137
138
142
143
144
145
147
148
151
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

~!til~~pectant Mothers Should Know
D
Rome or Reas~n. d ebate. Ingerso an
Manning
Controversy on Chri8tianity. Debate.
Ingersoll and Gladstone
Redemption. ToIstoi
Foundation of Beligion
Principles of Eleet:r1city
Socialism fo:r Milllonaires. G. B. Shaw
Child Training
Home Nursing
Studies in Pessimi8m.
Schopenhauer
Bismarck and the German Empire
Pope Leo's Encyclical
on Socialism
Was Poe Immoral?
Sarah H. Whitman
Great Ghost Stories
Cromwell and IDs
Times
Strength of the St:rOng.
London
Man Who Would Be
King. Kipling
Epigrams of Ibsen
Maxims. Napoleon
Andersen's Fairy
Tales
Man vs. Tol8tol
Allce in Wonderland
Lincoln and the Working Class
Ingersoll's Lecture on
Shakespeare
Country of the Blind.
H. G. Wells
Karl Marx and the
American Civil War
Sex Life in Greece and
Rome

164 Michael Angelo'8
Sonnets
165 Discovery of the Future. H. G. Wells
166 English as She Is
Spoke. Mark Twain
167 Rules of Health.
Plutarch
168 Epigrams of Oscar

206 Debate on Capitalism
V8. Socialism. Selig207 mOly
an ~ NGeardin g H
mplan
0 s.
•
M. Ticheno:r
208 Debate on Birth Control. Mrs. Sanger and
Winter Russell
210 The stoio Philosophy.

169
Property Be
Taxed'l Debate
171 Has Life Any Meaning'l Debate
172 Evolution of Love.
EII...d Key
173 Visions of Sir Launfal.
Lowell
174 F
S
h T 181 f
~::. P!n~c
r
0
175 Science of IDatory.
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o~r En:'8ays.
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W
177 SubJection of
omen.
John Stuart Mill
178 One of Cleopatra's
Night8. Gautie:r
179 Constitution of League
of Nations
180 Epigrams of Be:rnard
Shaw
183 Realism in Art and
Literature. Darrow
184 Primitive Beliefs.
H. M.. Ticheno:r
185 History of Printing.
Disraeli
185 How I Wrote "The
Raven." Poe
187 Whistler's Humo:r
188 How Voltaire Fooled
Priest and King.
Darrow
189 Eugenics. Havelock
Ellis
190 P8ycho-Analysis The Key to Human
Behavio:r. Fielding
191 Evolution V8. Religion.'
Balmforih
192 Book of Synonyms.
195 How to Keep Well
196 The Marquise.
George Sand
198 MaJesty of Justice.
Anatole F:rance
200 Ignorant Philosophe:r.
Voltaire
201 Satan and the Saints.
H. M. Ticheno:r
202 Survival of the Fittest.
H. M. Ticheno:r
203 Rights of Women.
Havelock Ellls
204 Sun Worship and Late:r BeliefS. H. M.
Ticheno:r
205 Artemus Ward, His
Book

~;:!. o~i~:~tinM~r:::re.
John Stuart Mill

212 Life and Character.

Goethe
213 Lectu:re on Lincoln.
Robt. G. Inge:rsoll
214 Speeches of Lincoln
215 ~:he MiraCUlOUS Bevenge. Bernard Shaw
216 Wit of HeiD.rioh Heine.
Geo. Eliot

~:::e:-SSay..

218
Jean
219 The Human T:ragedy.
Anatole J<'rance
220 Essays on the New
Testament. Robert
Blatchford
221 Women, and Four Other Et;liays. Mau:r1ce
Maete:rlinck
22Z ~'he Vampire and Other Poems. Rudyard
Kipling
223 Essays on Swinburne.
Sir Arthur QulllerCouch
224 God: The Known and
Unknown. Samuel
Butle:r
226 Professor Bernhardl:
A Play. Arthur
Schnitzler
227 Keats, the Man, His
\Vork and Hill Friends
228 Aphorismll of Thom. .
~
Huxley
229 Dide:rot. Havelock
Ellis
230 The FleeCe of Gold.
Theophlle Gautier
231 Eight
Hum 0 :r 0 u s
S k etc h e s • Samuel
Clemens (Mark Twain)
232 The Three Stranger8.
Thos. Hardy
233 Thoughts on Literature and Art. Goethe
234 ~IcNeal-Sinclai:r.
Debate on Socialism
235 Five Essays. GUbert
K. Cheste:rton
236 The State and Heart
Affairs of King Henry
VIII
237 Poems In P:r08e.
Baudelaire
238 Reflection on ModerD
Science. Huxley
239 Twenty-six Men aDd •
Girl, and Othe:r Tale ••
Maxim Gorky

Entire Library-239 Volumes Worth $59.75-0nly $16.90 until March 30
These books are recognized masterpieces. l\Iany of them, purchased in the ordinary way in expensive bindings, would cost $1 to $3 each. Thlak
of getting an entire library for the ullual price of a dozen books! But your o:rder must be mailed not later than Ma:r.30. 239voI8.fo:r $16.90.

Sale Ends March 30

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW

We have plenty of books on hand at present, but some numbers
may be exhausted before the sale ends. To be safe, send your order
at once, enclosing draft, money order or cash under registry. If
personal check is sent, add 10c for exchange. We guarantee the
bookS. If you don't like them, we'll ref\lnd your money. All books
clearly printed on good paper, 64 to 160 pages each. Pocket size;

Sale Ends March 30

bound in heavy cover paper. More than 6,000,000 of these books
have been sold, indicating the popularity of the library. Get your
selections before this ten-cent price is withdrawn. Remember the
sale closes at midnight March 30. If your order is postmarked later
than that hour, we reserve the right to fill at 25c per book or return
it. Take no chances-send it NOW. We prepay postage on cash
ol"ders. Carriage charges collect on C. O. D. orders.

E. H. JUUUS~ President, Appeal Publishing Company, 1100 Appeal Building, Girard, Kansas

THE LIBERATOR
DON'T MISS THE

RAND SCHOOL NOTES

WORKERS' PARTY

SCOTT NEARING

National Convention Issue of the

CURRENT HISTORY-Saturdays, 1.30 to 3 P. M.

Workers' Council
Just Out!

:A Monthly Magazine, $1 per year

Course of 12 lectures._....... _.....__._..._...........$2.50
Single admission .._............__ ._.... _._... _.... _........_ .25

A. A. GOLDENWEISER
PSYCHOANALYSIS-Wednesdays, 8 to 10 P. M.

Course of 12 lectures... _..___.._______.._.... $4.00

Send 10 cents for Sample Copy
ROOM 233, 80 E. 11TH ST., NEW YORK CITY

For information ab.out Workers' Party Convention.
write to WORKERS' COUNCIL OF THE UNITED
STATES, 80 E. 11th Street, New York City.

UNCONVENTIONAL
ETHICS
-ORThe Ethics of To-morrow
-BY-

"A remarkable book by a remarkable man."-The Freethinker.
Analyzed and Contrasted from the

Communism
and

Christianism

~l

• LU

Cloth Edition, De Luxe, $1.00.

This whole edition of 2,000

copies is a Christmas gift to the suJl'ereJ"s by famine In Bussla.
Every copy sold means a whole dolla.r to them and much edu-

cation to the buyer.

Author of Geueral Types of Superior Meu

"One of the most extraordinary and annihilating books I
have ever read. It will shake the country."-The Appeal to
Reason.
New Paper Edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design, very
beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, $1.00. Send $3.00 for twentyfive copies for Christmas presents.

PRICE, $4.25

The Bradford-Brown Educational Co., Inc., Publishers·

OSIAS L. SCHWARZ
A pioneer work destined to revolutionize the current conceptions, and to infuse new life into the study, of Ethics
as well as the other social sciences.

IS8 West 13th Street, New York City

THE STRATFORD COMPANY, Publishers, Boston

,

[\1

View. By Bishop William Montgomery Brown, D.D. Its Bold Recommendations: Banish the Gods
from the Skies and Capitalists from
the Earth and make the World safe
for Industrial Communism. Published, October, 1920. Seventy-Fifth
Thousand now ready. Pp. 224.

~abor
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Age

Issued Monthly

An Aggressive Publication for the Presentation
of Facts Concerning the Labor Struggle
Photos of the Labor W orId. Reports from West
Virginia and other centers of conflict
Significant Expressions of Opinion by the Labor Press
Social Psychology, Engineering and the Worker
20 cents per copy, $2.00 per year

Published by

Labor Publication Society
41 Union Square, New York
President:

JAMES H. MAURER
Vice-President. :

JOSEPH SCI;ILOSSBERG
FLORENCE KELLEY
Treasllrer:
ABRAHAM BAROFF
'Secretary:

HARRY W. LAIDLER

Board of Editors:

ROGER N. BALDWIN
STUART CH.A:SE
MAX D. DANISH
PRINCE HOPKINS
JOSEPH SCHLOSSBERG
NORMAN THOMAS
Exec. Secretary and Manaa-el':

LOUIS F. BUDENZ

"It will do a wonderful work in this the greatest crisis in
all h).story ."--Truth.
STATE~IENT

OF THE OWNERSHIP, j\L<\.NAGE~lENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912

Of The Liberator, published monthly at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1921.
State of New York, County of New York, SS.:
Before me, a Notary Public in and for' the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Margaret Lane, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that she is the Business
Manager of The Liberator and that the following is, to the best of
her knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management, etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
443, Postal Laws and Regulation, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit:
That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing
editor, and business managers are:
Publisher, The Liberator Publishing Co., Inc., 138 W. 13th St.,
New York; Editor, Max Eastman, 138 W. 13th St., New York; Managing Editor, None; Business Manager, Margaret Lane, 138 W. 13th
St., New York.
That the owners are: The Liberator Publishing Co., Inc.; Max
Eastman, 138 W. 13th St., New York; Miss E. B. Scripps, La Jolia.
Calif.; A. B. Leach, 829 Park Ave., New York; W,m. B. Lloyd, 1308
Tribune Bldg., Chicago, Ill.; Aline Barnsdall.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent. or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are: None.
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the
owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only
the list of stockholders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but also, In cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in any fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee 1s acting, is given; also that the said
two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books
of the company as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason
to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securi
ties than as so stated by him.
MARGARET LANE.
Sworn to and subscribed before me thIs 27th day of September, 1921.
(Seal.)
ALBERT DeSILVER.
(My commission e:x:pires May 30, 1922.)

You Have Eaten Today
Millions in Russia Have Not Eaten

fOT

Days!

These millions-babies, children, women, men-would THANK YOU for a piece of bread. You
can forego a meal today. You can forego a meal a day for a week. You can give these meals (in
the form of money with which to buy JUST BREAD for the grown-ups and MILK for the babies)
to the starving of Russia.
SIGN THIS BLANK AND REMIT:
To the Friends of Soviet Russia,
201 West 13th Street,
New York City.
I here1dth remit the sum of $ .............................:... to aid the famine-stricken of Russia.
Name ..
Address _____________ ~ __ ,______________________________ _______ .___________________________________________________________ ....... _...... _.. _. __ .. _... _...... .

You Are Clothed This Wintery Day
Millions in Russia Have Nothing to Wear
Mothers, with babes in arms; expectant mothers; little tots;-blue feet, hands, faces,-undemourished and no clothes to keeD their bodies warm. Winters are severe in Russia. A bit of flannel
for a new-born baby, please. A blanket for the mother and the baby. A few little garments
for the millions of unclad children. That extra suit, that extra woman's coat in your wardrobe
, is keeping no one warm, just hanging there. Give garments-SAVE LIVES!
Send your GARMENT CONTRIBUTION to the MAIN WAREHOUSE: Friends of Soviet Russia,
429 East Eighth Street, New York, New York.
SIGN THIS BLANK AND NOTIFY US THAT YOU HELPED:
Friends of Soviet Russia,
201 West 13th Street,
New York City.

..

I have sent a package of garments PREP AID to your main warehouse.
package contained the following items:

This

Sign name_. __ ........ __ ._ ... __ ._._. __ .___ .____ .__ .__ .____ ._ ._. ___ .__________________ ... __ ._ ..... _. ___ ._._._ .-.-.. --.-... Address_. _____________________ .________________ .______ _._________________________________ --.---------------.-------------.

THE FRIENDS OF SOVIET RUSSIA
ADVISORY COMMITTEE: Wm. Z. Foster, Rose Pastor Stokes, Elmer T. Allison, Ludwig Lore, Edg~r Owens,
Hulet M. Wells, Wm. F. Dunn, Dennis Batt, Jack Carney, Mary Heaton Vorse, EII~ Reeve Bloor, Robert Mmor, Max
Eastman, Prof. H. W. L. Dana.
, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Allan S. Broms, Jas. P. Cannon, Dr. J. \Vilenkin, Dr. Wm. Mendelson. Dr. Leo
S. Reichel, Caleb Harrison. Dr. J. W. Hartmann, Treasurer; A. B. Martin, Secretary.
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They Mated Him Because
He lCried "Prove It"

!

)

~

Is there a God? Is there a Hell? Is thtre a Heaven? ArtB we
better than the Savage who worshtps an Idol? "Prove it and I'll
believe you, " cried Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. But they couldn't
--or wouldn't. So they cast him out. They hated him. They
fought him. But for fifty years he fought back. Never could
they hatter down his logic. Never could they answer with reason.
.-w

e sympathize: with the savage whose God is a mo~strous Idol. We
PIty him for the glory he places upon the riug in his nose. But are
we better than he?
.
, I~ it true that much Of. our goodness is mothered by cowardly fear?
IS_.lt .tru~ that our Go~ IS ~reated by a mind too lazy to do its own
thmkmg t If you beheve m God, why? Is there a God' Are you
afraid to say "No"? Is there' a Hell? Why don't you paint your
!.a~~::~? yog[h~r~d~o~nd wear a nose ring? Why don't you worship
Col. Robert G. Ing~rsoll, for fifty years, preached the gospel of
truth, . He sympathized with people who feared what he believed did
not eXIst-a God. He felt that the world was being swallowed up by
a phantom-a shadow-a "bogeyman." He challenged every sect,
every creed. He dared them to prove to him that they knew what
they were -t~lking about. He defied them to answer him. Instead.
they held hIm t? scorn. They mentally burned him at the stake.
~ut they couldn t find a fiaw in his logic. And that's, what hurt.

A Fe.w of Ingersoll's
Important Addresses
J~sus

Christ's Life
Some Mistakes of Moses
Which Way!
The Truth
The Foundations of Faith
Superstition
The Devil
Progress
What Is Religion?
About the Holy Bible
My Reviewers Reviewed
The Limitations of Toleration
A Christian Sermon
Is Suicide a Sin?
Is Avarice Triumphant,
Orthodoxy
Myth and Miracle
The Christian Religion
Is Divorce Wrong?
A Vindication of Thomas
Paine
Shakespeare
Robert Burns
Abraham Lincoln
Voltaire
The Great Infidels
Liberty in Literature
Some Reasons Why

Ingersoll toppled over a brittle Belief and it broke into thousands
of pieces. He said, in effect, that the bible was a fake. Of course
that was a bad thing to say, especially if you really believed it
and could make thousands of others believe it.
Ingersoll was a power. In olden days he would have been tarred
and feathered, imprisoned, "done away with." He could have been
governor of Illinois-some say he could have had the Presidency. But
he wouldn't stop talking against a blind acceptance of a man-madl'
God. No one could find a· "motive" for bis belief, save· the true
motive he had-to shake people from the mental prison into wbich
they had been thrown by "blindly following ,the blind." He wanted
to break the shackles of fear. He wanted to bring people into the
light. And for fifty years Ingersoll spoke to packed hOllses UP. and
down and across the continent. Even after his death he was fougbtfor they tried to prove that he recanted. But under oath bis family
has sworn that Ingersoll died as be bad lived-an agnostic-an unbeliever.

The Complete Works of the Greatest
Religious Thinker of the Age

COL. ROBT. .G. INGERSOLL
In 12 Handsome Volumes---Shipped Free
Whatever your belief - whateyer your religion - you must
justify it to yourself. You cannot go on and on, living a lazy
mental lie-if it be a lie. And
if it be Truth. how much more
firm will be your faith if the
'World's greatest Unbeliever cannot sbake you from it. And·if
it be, to your challenged mind a
lie; think what freedom must
come to you when the chains
are broken.
Ingersoll. even tbe Clergy admit. was a great thinker. Henry
Ward Beecher said that no inan
ever lived who could talk like
him.
The press quoted him.
Tens of tbousands of pamphlets

containing his orations were
sold. He was the subject of attack froJIl nearly every pulpit,
in every city, town and hamlet in
the country. It is safe to say his
words were translated into every
foreign language. He couldn't be
stopped. He couldn't be bought.
He couldn't be shaken one iota
from the truth as he believed it.
Every ban and woman with a
spark. of courage will want to
read Ingersoll. He has been dead
for twenty years, but no one
has yet appeared who could answer him. and no one has yet
appeared who could add one
whit of aJ"gument to the case he
presented.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE INGERSOLL PUBLISHERS, DEPT. 61
130 East 25th, Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Send me, all charges prepaid. the 12-volume New Dresden Edition of Ingersoll's
Works. I 'agree to return them within five days after delivery, or if I elect to keep them, I will
pay $1.00 after 5 days. $3.00 a montb for 12 months. Deduct 100/0 if cash in full is sent with coupon.
Name
Street
City .... , ............................................................................................ .

"'.,

Col. Robert C. IDCenoU

Send No Money
We are anxious to send you
the Complete 'Yorks of Col.
Robt. G. Ingersoll for 5 days'
free inspection. This is the New
Dresden Edition, comprising 12
handsome Octavo volumes, bound
in Cardinal Red Flaxenweave
cloth, with Gold Leaf Cover Decorations, and Lettering, which
will never tarnish, Crimson and
Gold Silk head and footbands.
more than 6,800 pages prmtell
from New Scotch Roman Type,
especially cast for this edition.
on High Grade perfectly opaque
Libr'ary Book Paper.
This' new edition of Ingersoll
includes all the important writings of hi!'! life. l1. typical few
are mentioned here.
"
The entire twelve volumes will
be sent to you, without paymem
of any money in advance, so that
you may examine them, if you
wish to do so. Exam'ne them.
read one or two of thp articles.
judge for yonr!'!elf of the insoiring value to you of theworlts
of this great AmpriC'an. Then.
if not more pleased with the set.
return it at our expense. If you
are sure you want to keep It. as
YOU doubtless will be. you can
pay for it on easy monthly terms
as shown on the coupon.
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~hey ~ted Him Because
.

(

He Cried "Prove It"

Is there a God? Is there a Hell? Is thtre a Heaven? Are we
better than the Savage who worships an Idol? "Prove it and I'll
believe you, " cried Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. But they couldn't
--or wouldn't. So they cast him out. They hated him. They
fought him. But for fifty years he fought back. Never could
they batter down his logic. Never could they answer with reason.
.We ~ympathize with the savage whose God is a monstrous Idol. W e
PIty hIm for the glory he pla ces IIpon the ring in his nose. But are
we hetter than h e?
. I~ it true that muc h of. our goodness is mothered by cowa rdly f ear ?
Is .'t tru !: th at our Go!l IS created by a mind too lazy to do its own
tllln~lIlg I If ~ou, belIeve III God , why? I s there a God, Are yOU
afraId to say . No ' ? Is there a Hell? Why don't you paint your
lace and yo ur body and wear a nose ring ? Why don't you worship
a sna ke? Others do!
Col. Robert G. hlgersol.l, for fifty years, preach ed the gospel of
t.ruth , . H e sympathIzed WIth people who feared what he believed did
not eXIst-a God. He f elt that the world was being swallowed up by
a phantOlll - a shadow-a "bogeyman." He challenged every sect.
every creed . He dared them to prove to him that they knew what
they were .talking about. He defied them to answer him. Instead .
they held hllll to Scorn. They mentally burned him at the stake.
~ut they couldn't find a flaw in his logic. And tbat's wbat ]Iurt.

A Fe.w of Ingersoll's
Important Addresses
J!,sus Christ's Life
Some Mistakes of 1I10ses
Which Way?
The Truth
The Foundations of Faith
Superstition

The Devil
Progress
What Is Religion?

About the Holy Bible
lUy Reviewers Re"iewed
The Limitations of Toleration
A Christian Sermon
Is Suicide a Sin?
Is Avarice TriUUlphant.
Orthocloxy
Myth and Miracle

The Christian Religion
Is Divorce \Vrong?
A "indication of Thorn.as
Paine
S halces l)ear"c
Robert Burns

Abraham Lincoln
Voltaire

The Great Infidels
Liberty in Literature
Some R easons Why

Ingersoll toppled over a brittle Belief and it broke into thousands
of pieces. He said, in effect, that the bible was a fake. Of conrse
that was a bad thing to say, especially if yon I'eally believed it
and could make tbo u sands of others believe it.
Ingersoll ,vas a power. In olden days he would have been tarred
and feather"d, imprisoned, "done away .witb." He conld bave beeu
governor of Illinois-some say b e cou ld have had the Presidency. But
he wouldn't stop talking against a blind acceptance of a man-made
God. No one could find a "mo tive" for his belief, save the true
motive be had-to shake people from the meutal prison into which
they had been thrown by "blind ly following .the blind." He wanted
to break the shackles of fear. He wanted to l)ring people into the
ligbt. And for fifty years Ingersoll spoke to pacl<ed houses up anel
down and across the continent. Even after his deatb he was toughtfor they tried to prove that he recanted. But under oath his family
has sworn tbat Ingersoll died as he had lived-an agnostic-an unbeliever.

The Complete Works of the Greatest
Religious Thinker of the Age

COL. ROB . G. INGERSOLL
In 12 Handsome Volumes---Shipped Free
" ' hatever your belief - ,,'hate,er your religion - you mnst
jnstify it to yourself. You cannot go on and on , living a lazy
mental lie-if it be a lie. And
if it b e Truth. how much more
fiI'l1l will be your faith if tbe
World's greatest Unbeliever cannot shake yon from it. And if
it be, t.o your cha llenged mind a
lie, tbink what freedom mnst
come to you when the chains
are broken.
Ingersoll. even the Clergy admit. was a great thinker. Henry
Ward Beech e r said that no man
ever lived who co uld talk like
him.
The press quoted him.
T ens of thou sands of pamphlets

containing his orations were
sold. He was the subject of attack from nearly every pulpit,
in every City, town and hamlet in
the country. It is safe to say his
words were translated into every
foreign lang·uage. He couldn't be
stopped. He couldn't be bonght.
He couldn't be shaken one iota
from the truth as he believed it.
Every
an and woman with a
spark of courage will want to
read Ingersoll. He has been dead
for twenty years, bnt no one
has yet appeared who could answer him. and no one has yet
appeared who could adel one
whit of argument to the case he
presented.
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Send No Money
We are anxions to send yon
the Complete Works of Col.
Robt. G. Ingersoll for 5 da.Ys·
tree inspection. This is the New
Dresden Edition, comprising 1:!
handsome Octavo VOlumes, bound
in Cardinal Red Flaxenweave
cloth, with Gold Leat Cover Dec orations, and Lettering. which
will never tarnish, Crimson and
Gold Silk bead and footband~.
more than 6,800 pages printed
from New Scotch Roman Type,
especially ea,t for this edition ,
on High Grade perfectly opaqne
Librar" Book Paper.
This' new edition of Ingersoll
includes a ll the important writings of hi' life. A typical few
are mentioned here.
The entire twelve volumes will
be sent to you, ,yithont paymem.
of any money in advance. so tbat
you may examin!' them. if you
wish to do so . l';xam'up them.
read one or two of thf' articles.
judge for YOllr,elf of the insniring value to yo u of the workS
of this great AmpricRll. 'l'hen.
if not more pleased ,,,ith the set.
retnrn it at OUT expense. If you
are sure yon wan.t to keep It. as
YOU doubtless WIll be. you can
pay for it on easy monthly terms
as shown on tbe conpon .
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